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NRC STAFF EXHIBITS (CONTEfiTION 5),-

'

COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION, UNITS 1 AND 2

EXHIBIT NUMBER

6 Professional Qualifications of William A. Crossman

7 Profesional Qualifications of Robert C. Stewart

8 Professional Qualifications of Joseph I. Tapia

9 Professional Qualifications of Robert G. Taylor

10 Letter from NRC to TUGC0 re NRC Inspection Report 75-05
'4/22/75,

11 NRC Inspection Report 75-06

12 NRC Inspection Report 75-07

13 NRC Staff's Testimony prefiled on May 24, 1982

13A Federal Register Notice, " Proposed General Statement of
'

Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions," 45 Fed.
Reg. 66754 (October 7,1980)

13B Federal Regirter Notice, " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for Enforcement Actions," 46 Fed. Reg. 9987
(March 9, 1982)

14 NRC Inspection Report 78-23

15 NRC Inspection Report 81-20

16 Letter from NRC to TUGC0 re Findings in Inspection
Report 75-05
6/4/75

17 Letter from Applicants to NRC re Findings in
Inspection Report 75-06
5/29/75

18 Letter from Applicants to NRC re Findings in
Inspection Report 75-06
6/2/75

19 Letter to Applicants from NRC re Findings in
NRC Inspection Report 75-06
6/6/75

20 NRC Inspection Report 75-10
8/7/75

21 Letter from Applicants to NRC re Findings in NRC
Inspection Report 75-10
9/5/75

22 Letter to Applicants from NRC re Findings in NRC
Inspection Report 75-10
9/10/75
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POLICY STATEMENTS NRC Staff Exhibit M

* AS FR 88754 eliminated the' rovision limiting the " meticulous attention to detail" 'and

total civil pena ties payable in any 30
"high standard of compliance" 'will be
achieved. Furthermore, " licensees whoPuhnshed 10/7/so

( day period to 325,000. cannot achieve and maintain adequatecomment period separes 12/31/80 he proposed statement of general

Proposed Genwel Statement of Po5cy Policy set out below (Appendix C to Part levels of prot,ection will not be permitted

and Procedure fw Entwooment 2) explains how the Commisalon will to operate.

utilise its various enforcement E. I.egal Frasmework
AcWons authorities.He Commission is De Camission's enfwcoment
aossocy: Nuclear Regulatory particularly interested in comments on jurisdiction is drawn essentially from
Commission. the use of Table 2 (see Section IV.F). the Atomic Energy Act of1954, as
AcTeose Proposed general statement og Appendix C--GeneralPolicy and amended (sections tel,188, and 234)
Policy. Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions and the Energy Reorganisalton Act

eueissany: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory he following statement of general (sections 206 and 223).
Section 181 of the Atomic Energy Act

Commission (NRC) has under policy and procedure explains the authorizes NRC to conduct inspections
consideration the following staff. policies and procedures to be followed-

proposed policy statement on by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
and issue any orders that may be

enforcement policies and procedures. Commission and its staff in initiating "necessary or desirable to promote the

This proposed policy statement is enforcement actions and by presiding common defene and security or to
tect health or to minimin danger to

intended to inform licensees and the officers,the Atomic Safety and {e M proputy." Section its authwises*

public of the bases for taking various Ucensing Appeal Boards, and the
NRC to revoke licenses under certain

enforcement actions. It is intended that Commission in nyiewing these actions.
this policy, as finally adopted, be his statement is applicable to circumstances (e.g., for material false

codified as Appendix C to Part 2 of Title enforcement in matters involving the statements,in response to conditions
that would have warranted refusal of a10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. public health and safety, the common license on en original application, for a

Pending final adoption of the policy, the defense and security, and the licensee's f.ilure to build or operate a
Proposed General Statement of Policy environment.: facility in accordance with the terms of
will be used as guidance to the NRC 1. latroduction and Purpose the permit or licene, and for violationstaff in taking enforcement actions.
oava: Comments are due on or before ne goals of the NRC's enforcement of a Commission regulation). However,

licensees must be given an opportunity
December 31,1980. program are: to demonstrate or achieve compliance
Aconassas: Send comments and -to ensure " compliance with NRC bdon a Heense may M nyokd w
suggestions to: Secretary of the regulations and license conditions"; a

a ex n ca o
Commisison, U.D. Nuclear Regulatory -to obtain " prompt correction of , y c
Commission, Wa shington, D.C. 20555, licensee weaknesses ; a health. interest, or safety require

( attention: Docketing and Service Branch. -tu deter " future noncompliance
otherwise). Section 234 authorizes NRC

,

Copies of comments may be examined through strong enforcement to impose civil penalties for the,

in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory measuns"; * and violation d catain spedfid liceming
Commission Public Document Room. -to encourage improvement of IIcensee

[ visions of the Act, rules, orders,and1717 H Street, N.W. Wa shington, D.C. performance, thus enhancing the me terms implementing these
ron runtwan NeronssAtton coervact: degree of proteciton cf public health

[ revisions, and violations for whichDudley Thompson, Executive Officer for and safety, common defense and censes can be revoked.
Operations Support, Office of Impection security, and the environment. De Atomic Energy Act(Chapter 18)
and Enforcement U.S. Nuclear To help achieve these goa's, the also authorizes NRC to obtain
Regulatory Commission, Washington, enforcement program "will emphasize injunctions in response to violations of
D.C. 20555 (301-492-4487). prompt and vigorous enforcement" the Act (or any reguation or order issued

suPPtassENTAnY NePOnesATsoIs:%e when dealing with persons "who are under the authority of the Act).In

| . criteria used by the Commission's staff unable or unwilling to comply with NRC addition, the Act provides for varying
| to determine enforcement action and requirements" and, in any case, will levels of criminal penalties (Le.,

categories of noncompliance (referred to " assure that a licensee will not benefit monetary fines and imprisonment) for t

herefrom as " Criteria") were first by violating NRC regulations." 'It is the willful violations of-
published on October 17,1972 (37 FR Commission's intent that its (1) Sections $7,92,101, and 108:

21962) %ese Criteria were enforcement program be marked by "an (2) Any other section of the Act or any
subsequently modified on January 3, aggressive enforcement strategy that ngulation or order prescribed or issued
1975 (40 FR 820) and on December 3, seeks more frequent use of stronger under section 65 or subsections 161b.,

1979 (44 FR 77135). Since late 1979, the enforcement measures" and 1811., or 161o.; and

Commission has been considering the implementation that assures "that (3)De requirements set forth in the
publication of a comprehensive noncompliance is more expensive than Act concerning the receipt, tempering,i

statement of enforcement policy. Added comp!!ance." *Rese policies are and disclosure of Restricted Data andi

urtency for the development of such a intended to assure that the necessary trespass upon Commission installations.

poucy statement has arisen from the Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act

pendancy, and now the enactment and also estaolishes criminal penalties

approval of Pub. L 96-295 (approved
June 30,1980), that, among other things. ' Antitrust enforcement matters wu! be dealt with

amended section 234 of the Atomic on a c=becen bute.
Energy Act to ra'Ise the maximum civil ''' $ y % ''8 7,,,,P M **d ,1, ,Ae nors,r of xatay greinwrn, ca : Asc

sas, ses (issepenalty from $5,000 to $100.000 and .M. et pare n211. *La the Motrer of Hamlin Teeth, Laboronones.*M
( *M. et pare BA.a.b. Jac., a AEC 423 easL (1est).

.M. et pero R2.s.1 'PPPC. et pero RAla.
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POLICY STATEMENTS
'

applicable to certain individuals of a of NRC requirements; for example, when De NRC expecta licensees and
firm constructing or supplying the a safety problem not previously covered applicants to provide full, complete, ,.
components of any utilization facility by a requirement is discovered. NRC timely, and accurate information and - ; y
licensed under section 103 or 104(b). imposes civil penalties, however, only reports. Accordingly, unless otherwise %-

Those individuals include any director, on the basis of a violation of an existing categorized in the Supplements, the
officer, or employee of such firms. Under requirement. severity level of a violation involving
the section,it would be a criminal
offense if any of these individuals "by

g, g,,,,ggy og yg,g,gg,,, the failure to make a required report to
the NRC will be based upon the

cct or omission, in connection with such Regulatory requirements have varying significance of and the circumstances
construction or supply, knowingly and degrees of safety, safeguards, or surrounding the matter not reported. ne
willfully violates or causes to be environmental significance. nis policy severity level assigned to material false gviolated, any section of this Act (i.e., the statement categorizes all violations in statements may be Severity I.4 vel 1.11 or
Atomic Energy Act of1954, as amended) terms of six levels of severity to show !!!, depending on the circumstances
cny rule, regulation, or order issued their relative importance. Severity level surrounding the statement. Similarly,
thereunder, or any license condition, I has been assigned to violations that failure to make a required Part 21 report
which violation results, or if undetected are the most significant; Severity level may be assigned Severity level 1,11 or

,

could have resulted. in a significant VI violations are the least significant. g3,
impai et f a basic component of verity els / / a d mpris

, , IV.Enforcament Actions
A ** basic component"is defined in regulatory concern. In general, his section describes the *

section 223 generally along the lines of vi lations that are included in these enforcement sanctions available to NRC
the definition in to CFR Part 21. Part 21 severity categories involve actual or and specifies the conditions under
implements section 206 of the Energy high potentialimpact on the public. which each is to be used. %e basic
Reorganization Act of 1974. Section 206 Severity Leve/IV violations include sanctions are notices of violation, civil
cf the Energy Reorganization Act degradation of engineered systems or penalties, orders of various types, and
cuthorizes NRC to impose a civil management control systems designed the less fonnel enforcement mechanisms
penalty in an amount equal to that to assure proper plant construction or to such as bulletins and immediate action
authorized by section 234 of the Atomic detect, prevent.,or mitigate an event. letters.

hEnergy Act for certain failures to report ,",jye re n t cause o e i can A. Notice of Violation88,, , ,Yciv ies. tion has an concern, they are the sort of violations A Notice of Violation is a written
cpproach similar to section 223, but that, if left uncorrected. could lead to notice setting forth one or more

section 206 does not provide for criminal Level %,of significant concern. Severityviolations of a legally bindmgmatters
covers other less serious requirement.The notice requires thepenalties and is not as Iimited in s, cope violations that are of other than minor licensee to provide a written statement.

I !! ed or susp tal concem. Severity Level VIdefines normally under oath, describing
g].violations of the Atomic Energy Act are vi lations that are of minor concern. corrective actions taken (or planned),

investigated by the Federag Bureau og Because of the considerable the results achieved, the date when full
Investigation of the Department of differences in the types of activities compliance will be achieved, and
Justice.

regulated by the NRC, violations of corrective action to prevent recurrence.
ne Commission has implemented the regulatory requirements have been NRC uses the notice of violation as

^ scaled according to their relative the standard method for formally
importance within each of the following recording the existence of a violation.e c th r

i seven areas:
, Reorganization Act by reguIations set De notice may be the only enforcement

(1) Reactor Operations (Supplement I), action taken or it may be used as a basisI" 1 Part 2
]9 (2) Facility Construction (Supplement for other enforcement actions, such as

2 2
,nd , p

II). civil penalties and orders. Because theg

of es of io at n c i ns 2.202 and 'O '

I ealth Physic b e h*it
" ' r e and'

e t ve fo2.204 of Title to set forth procedures for- (Supplement IV), identification and correction of trespectively. (5) Transportation (Supplement V), problems " "NRC will not generally(1) orders to show cause why h.eenses (6) Fuel Cycle Operations
issue notices of violation for a violationshould not be amended, suspended, or (Supplement VI), and

revoked or why such other action as (7) Materials Operations (Supplement that meets all of the four following tests:
(1)It was identified by the licensee,may be proper should not be taken, and VII)- (2)It fits in Severity I4 vel V or VI.(2) orders modifymg licenses- Detailed guidance is provided in (3)It was reported, if required, andimmediately effective ordering actions Supplements I-VII for determining the
(4)It was or will be corrected within amust be based on a finding that the appropriate severity level for violations reasonable time.public health, interest, or safety requires in each of these seven areas oflicensed
I.icensees are not ordinarily cited forsuch actions, or that the basis for the activities. Violations not specifically violations resulting from matters not "

l cetion was a willful violation. identified by a severity level will be within the control of the licensee,
Section 2.205 sets forth procedures for placed at the level best suited to the including its employees, that could nottssessing civil penalties. significance of the particular matter. have been reasonably foreseen, such as,Corrective enforcement actions may Similarly, licensed activities not directly equipment failures that are not the result

i

be taken in the absence of any violation
covered by one of the above listed seven of personnel error or inadequate design. (

2

. areas: e.g., export license activities; will procedures, quality assurance, t"D' Pr'c'dms d'ecnPt!ans are summar$'s of be placed in the activity area most
imk." nit $e"'.S.$ si."tuies suitable in light of the particular n rY 8:'es Pohey. Plannins. and Program I

' ' ' * :
he or

should t>e consulted. violation involved. Cuidance." pare ULta.

i
,
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POLICY STATEMENTS
'

fabrication, testing, mair.tenance, or noncompliance, how the problem was forth in Table 1.Dese distinctions are.

( communications. Identified, the financial impact on the made primarily on the basis of potential
A notice of violation may be issued to licensee of a given penalty, the good public consequences. Licensee classes

a licensed operator when a failure to faith of the licenseeahs licensee's prior toward the top of the table are penalized

comply with an operator's license enforcement history and whether the more heavily because their operations
con:ributes directly to violations of violation was willful.is generally involve greater nuclear

materialinventories and greaterSeverity Levels 1. II, or Ill. In general. NRC imposes different levels of potential consequences to the healthwhenever a licensed operator is issued a

fcensees.on different classes of
nattles

%e base values of civil
*Dd 8afety of the public as well asnotice of violation, the facility licensee
licensee employees.

, also receives a notice of violation. For penalties ordinarily imposed are set
I egregious single violations by licensed Tamm t.-asse misas,

operators, or recurring operator
involvement in Severity Level 1. II, or 111
violations, suspension or revocation of s , n, e am

T***8'*""'''the operator's license will be ' 8 " '' W-

considered.

B. Civi/ Penalty rw- ,=c= soe. seas =-., ---. e cm.s., si. .c.w e ,,, w., esemo esame s.omo sis.ono esmo

A Civi/Penollyis a monetary penalty Tem ,=cws Wm i.ca==. os. sees ==, in .mewee e
for violation of(a) certain specified C*'*,'1,,,, ,c,,,, ,,,,,,, SE QE 8$ $ $.

,

licensing provisions of the Atomic as ee. s ans - a4ence is on a==m s.noo smo 4. coo i.sco soo

Energy Act or supplementary
=

Commission rules or orders,(b) any A secondary factor considered in Provide an incentive to licensees to find
requirement for which a license may be Table 21s the ability of various classes and correct problems on their own.
revoked, or (c) reporting requirements of licensees to pay the civil penalties. It

i under section 206 of the Energy is not the Commission's intention that Civil penalties may be increased as

Reorganization Act. the economic impact of a civil penalty much as 25 percent of the amounts
shown inTable 1if the licensee couldCivil penalties are generally imposed be such that it puts a licensee out of

in the following situations: " business or adversely affects a reasonably have been expected to have

(1) Severity Level I,11, or 111 violations licensee's ability to safely conduct taken effective preventive measures. For
I have occurred licensed activities.The deterrent effect example, cases in which a licensee had

(2) Severity LevelIV and V violations of NRC penalties is best served when knowledge of aaproblem as a result of a

have occurred that are similar to the amounts of such penalties take into prior NRC inspection or licensee audit,
violations discussed in a previous account a licensee's " ability to pay." As or issuance of an order, bulletin,
enforcement conference, and for which a general rule, the licensee classes circular,information notice, generic

( the enforcement conference was toward the top of Table 1 represent letter, notice of violation, or other
ineffective in achieving the required larger firms, whereas those toward the means. and still failed to comply despite
corrective action: " bottom tend to be smaller. When such prior warning, the additive factor

(3)There are knowing and determining the amounts of civil wi!! apply. Particularly egregious cases,
conscious " violations of the reporting penalties for licensees for whom the including cases involving willfulness,
requirements of section 206 of the table does not accurately reflect the may result in penalties up to the
Energy Reorganization Act;or ability to pay, NRC will consider statutory maximum. On the other hand,

(4) Willful violations of requirements for those cases in which the NRCnecessary increases or decreases on e
have occurred. concludes that the licensee deserves

in determming the amount of a civil case.by-case basis.
special mitigation for " good faith " a

The dollar values shown in Table 1penalty to be applied, the Commission civil penalty may be reduced by as
Delieves the gravity of the violation are those normally imposed for much as 25 percent of the adjusted
involved (i.e., severity level) is of violations at the severity levels and for values resulting from reductions,if any,
paramount concern. However, when the types of licensees indicated. Because for special mitigation based on "self
making this determination, NRC also the NRC considers the potential for an identification"* '

i considers the durat <n of the event to be of similar seriousness as the
occurrence of the event itself, the civil m good faith" reduction will only
penalty amounts for Severity LevelI and be applied if, in addition to meeting the,, orders iney be is .ed in neu or. or in eddiuon

| io. ciut penniime for ihne m. situ.uon.. Il violations are intentionally the same. requirements for the 50 percent
"'" pplyins this suidance, NRC normally However,in addition to civil penalties, reduction, the licensee has taken

_"''d'",c'g|$',',|p,,';','g|,'$', an Order is generally issued for Severity extraordinarily prompt andca

Level I violations. comprehensive corrective action.two years. whicheser is greater NRC also considers
the hcensee's success in deshng with previously If, prior to NRC discovery, a licensee
'd'"hfied concerns Enforcement conferences are identifies, corrects, and (where required) In the case of violations at Severity

EiI"."601) ion"Ni .Ns'."2:# Nv'e Iv".''" v
reports a violation in a timely fashion. Levels I,11, or !!!, the amounts shown in*

y n
v6 i e.ons ih.i are considered progr.mmatic tr.ther the civil penalty will be reduced by as Table 1 may be imposed for each
than isoistedi conceras- much as 50 percent of the amounts violation. However, to emphasize the

nI.bS.'hed bNc' teen ~2onTt )TiI shown in Table 1.This policy will focus on the specific event (s) or ," ' ' " '

problem (s) of concern, the cumulative
Reors.nisation Act. total for all violations related to a= wiiifut uoi.iions inct de iho involvins =These t.ciers .re derived from the conference
careless disresord of req,etrements Iteport on the FY so NRC Authons. tion Bdl. specific event or problem will generally

.

k
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POLICY STATEMENTS /'
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,

be the amount shown in Table 1. "If the
(b) To stop facility construction when (1) Enforcement Confereacos are

v111stions involve more than one
(1) further work could proc!vde or meetings held by NRC withlicensee ,',

p
specific event or problem, civil penalties significantly hinder the identification

management to discuss safety. ."

may be assessed for each specinc event
and correction of an improperly safer >ards or environmental problema,

or problem.no failure to make a constructed safety related system or heensee compliance with regula

required report of an event or problem is component, or (ii) the licensee's quality
requirements, a licensee's,

! considered as a separate event. assurance program implemectation le corrective r:aeasures (including:

i A greater civil penalty le imposed if a not adequate sted effective lo provide schedules for implementation), and

vi:Istion continues for more than one confidence that ce netruction activities
enforrament options available to the !

'

day. Each of such violation may am belns properly carried out: NRC. ...
c:netitute a separate violation for the (c) When the licensee bas not (2) Aulletine. Cires/ais. Infonnotion a '

purpose of computing the applicable responded adequatoly to other Notices and Ceretic Lettere are written
notifications to youps of Ik=aaaas

civil penalty. A continuing Severity III, enforcement action:
IV or V violation which exceeds the (d) When the licensee laterferee with

idectifying specific problems and calling

maximum civil penalty for a single the conduct of an inspection or for et mcommending speci8le actions on
their part. Responses to thesevi !ation of the next higher severity investigation: or

level must be approved by th* (e) For any reason not mentioned notifications may be required to be

Commiselon, e.g., a continuing Severity above for whichlicense revocatha is under oath or affirmation.

levelIII violstion fcr a reactor legally authorised. (3) Notices ofDeriotion am written .
.

'

emcesding $100.000 must be approved by Suspensions may apply to all or part notices describing a licensee's or a|

the Commiselon. A continuing Se erity of the licensed activity. Ordinarily, a vendor's failure to satisfy an infremal,

.

levelI or 11 violation which exceeds hcensed activity is not suspended (nor is commitment or failure to conform to the
1

three times the maximum civil penalty a suspension prolonged) for fellare to 'provisiona of a ficable codes,
i;r a single Severity I violation. i.e., comply with requimments ahere such staridards. gul , or accepted industry
$300.000. must be approved by the fai'ure la not willful and adequate practica.Re comunitment, code,1

Commiselon. Civil penalties in excesa of correction action has been taken. standard, practice or guide involved hasi

the limite for each type of license will De policies gove immediate4 not made a legally binding requirement, ,

i

require specific Commiselon approvalin effective suspension re and ordere but it is a type of activity that a cleos of '

tecordance with guidance set forth in to show cause are the same as those
licensees has been encouraged to

section V below, previously described above forlicense follow. De notice of deviation requests

An Orderis a written fdtC directive
(3) Aerocotion Orders may be used:.

the licensee or vendor to provide a
modification ordere.C. Ordere written explanation or statement

(a) When a licensee le unable or
decrihms corrective steps taken, the

is modify, suo nd, or revoke a license: unwilling to comply with NRC results achieved (or corrective steps that
is cease and sist from a given practice are planned),and the date when

requirements,
or activity; or to take such other action (b) When a licensee refuses to correct corrective action will be completed.
ce may be proper (see to CFR 2.at'2 and a violation. (4)Immediate Action Lettere( Ale]
3.ans3 (c) When a licensee does not respond are letters confirming a licensee's

(1)1.icense Modification Ordem are to a notice of violation, agreement to take certain actions to
issued when some change in the conduct

(d) When a licensee dces not pay a mmove concerne about health and

These orders are made effective
fee required by 10 CFR part170, or pefety, safeguarde, or the environment.

"
,

cf a licensed activity is necessary.

(e) For any other reason for revoking a K.hfels to Depw of/w#ce '
'

immediately, without prior opportunity
license under section 188 of the Atomicf:r hearing, whenever it le determined Energy Act (e.g., any condition whkh violatione of the Atomic Energy Act

Aller-d or suspected criminat
that the public health, interest, or safety

would warrant refusal of a !! cense ea an

| responding to e violetion involving original application).
' (and of other relevant Federal laws) areso requires, or when the order is

willfulness. Otherwise, a prior (4) Cease ondDes/st Orden are
referred to the Department of Justice for

,

opportunity for a hearing on the typically used to stop an unauthorized investigation and consideration of

modification is afforded. For cases in
activity that has continued despite poselble prosecution. Referral to the

which the NRC believes a basis could
notification by NRC that such activity is Department of Justice does not preclude |

the NRC from taking other enforcement
reasonably exlet for not modifying the unauthorised.

action under this General Statement of .

license as broposed. the licensee willE '#I"I'"*'"#A*N#"8 policy. However, such actions will be
crdinarily afforded an opportunity to

In addition to the formal enforcement
coordinated with the D ,>artment of

show cause why the license should not mechanisme of notice of violatione, civil Justice to the exf 4nt practicable.
be modified in the proposed manner.

(2) Suspension Orden me be used: penalties, and orders, NRC also uses y, g,,y,g;,, ,y g,y,,,,,,,, g,,,g;,,,
(a)To remove a thnet to e public informal mechanisms, such as

NRC considers' violations of Severity
health and ufety, common defense and enforcement conferences, bulletina.

lavete I,11, or III to be very serious. If
" '

security, or the environment; circulare, information notices, generic
letters. notices of deviation, and spet;tive serious violations occur, NRC

"AD violations succiated with a perucular event immediate action lettere er part ofits
will consider fesuing orders in

er protdem win tm utesortmed ei the seew esven'F enforcement and regulatory programs. conjunction with civil penalties to
i

NRC expects licensers to adhere achieve immediate corracuve actions
it[the e, edY""

scrupulously to any informal obligations and te deter further recurrence of
'

havee

twee utesonied ei e newer uventy i. veld (e and commitmento ruulting from these serious violations.NRC camfullythe

rettere se poet a radiatie =arnias op'='$'"*"*processes and will not hesitate to issue conalders the circumstances of each

[ d i,, u M $','"E' M ' h .spe appropriate orders to make sure that case in selecting and applying the"*""'

expectation le realised. sanction (s) appropriate to the case invioletan tr a canint=ted ie se scient oww
eac edies s meet. , -

p
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i POLICY STATEMENTS

accordance with the criteria described exercises jud ent and discretion in able to perform its intended function
'

in sections IV.B and IV.C. above. determining e severitylevelof the under certain conditions (such as not
( Examples of enforcement actions that violations and the appropriate operable unless offsite poweris

(could)(will normally) be taken for enforcement sanctions, including the available):
Seventy Level I.11. or 111 violations are decision to impose a civil penalty and 3. Release of radioactivity offsite
set forth in Table 2.* The actuel the amount of such penalty, consistent greater than the Technical Specification
progression to be used in a particular with the general principles of this limit *: or
case will depend on the circumstances. statement of policy and the technical 4. Violation of10 CF1t 80.50 such that

U merits of the case. an amendment was not sought.
TaWe 2.-Ewrpes otrmy.w, o/Esceder- The Commission will be provided D. Severity IV-Violations involving-

eden /orcement Acsons Apr Modesons M me written notification of all enforcement 1. Inadequate review or the failure to
U"' ##'*N'8 O'' * actions involving civil penalties or make a review in accordance with 10

orders.The Commission will be CFR 50.50 or 10 CFR 21, that does not
%,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,.

s -av == =e==oa er -"= == - a rears consulted prior to taking enforcement result in a severity levelI II, or 111
#'*""*#*""',,J.,n action in the following situations (unless violation:

'

the urgency of the situation dictates 2. Any license limit, not covered by'" 88 88

immediate action): Severity Isvels 1,II, or Ill, being,

'Z *$ * * b5a e+s+ (1) An action affecting facility exceeded:
operations that requires balancing the 3. Failure to meet requirements not* * * *+'
public health and safety and common covered in Severity levels 1.11. or 111.

U s~'"ee ea==4 es===mi w s e= oa= op defense and security implications of not that measureably degrades the safety of
**"""'".**,*,,',*'.%*,'",,,",0"*".'.*',.""'.''I' operating the facility with the potential operations, incident response. or the

-
=, ,

. - app 4",*;**,,*,=,",,82', *g'*,_* "." ,% radiological or other hazards associated environment; or,

=== m ase as == with facility operetion: 88 4. Failure to make a required Ucensee
' " " * ' " " " ' " ' ' * * (2) Proposals to impose civil penalties Event Report when the reported matter
Normally the progression of in amounts greater than the maximum itself does not constitute a violation.

enforcement actions for repetitive values set forth in section IV.B; E. Severity V-Other violations, such
violations will be based on violations (3) Any proposed enforcement action as failure to follow procedures. that
under a single license. When more than which the Commission asks to be have other thaa minor safety or
one facility is covered by a single consulted on: or environmental significance,
license, the normal progression will be (4) Any action an Office Director F. Severity VI-Violations that have
based on repetitive violations at an believes warrants Commission minor safety or environmental
individual facility and not on repetitive innolvement. significance.

be no$e that mder SUPP W I.-sew Q@ Supplement Move 4 Catesonesb
Ho ver i shou

(
some circumstances; e.g.. where there is Reactor Operations Facility Construction
common control over some facet of A. Severit I-Violations involving: A. Severity I-Violations involving all
facility operations: repetitive violations 1. A Safet umit, as defined in the or part of a structure or system that is
ma be charged even though the second Technical Specifications, being com leted in such a manner that it
vio ation occurred at a different facility exceeded; wo d not have satisfied its intended
and/or under a different license. For 2. A system designed to prevent or safety related purpose.
example, a physical security violation at mitigate a serious safety event not being B. Severi II-Violations involving:

,

Unit 2 of a dual unit plant that repeats able to perform its intended safety 1. A signi cant deficiency in quality
an earlier violation at Unit 1 might be function when actually called upon to assurance program implementation
considered repetitive. work: related to more than one work activity
V. Responsibilities 3. An accidentalcriticality;or (e.g., structural, piping, electrical.

.
4. Release of radioactivity offsite foundations), as shown by multiple

The Director, Office of Inspection and greater than ten (10) times the Technical program implementation violations that
Enforcement. as the principal Specification limit.* were not identified and corrected until
enforcement officer of the Commission. B. Severity II-Violations involving: after installation (i.e completion) and 4
has been delegated the authority to 1. A system designed to prevent or inspection by the quality assurance /issue notices of violations, civil mitigate serious safety events not being quality control check points that are
penalties, and orders.' The Director able to perform its intended safety relied upon to identify such violations:

function: or' ' " ' * '* *'"' '" hg [,,[ig,''rederst n 2. Release of radioactivity offsite 2. All or part of a structure or system
*

Noi e th greater than five (5) times the Technical that is completed in such a manner thatcommission is mteresied m commente concern:na
the pohcy for the use of Table 2 Specification limit.' it could have an adverse affect on the

; ''The Dantors ol the Offices of Nuclear Reector C. Severity III-Violations involving: Safety of operations.
" ' " '' d

| D|,'*[ d h.., aIn"t e n"'' ' "' "*j'i d Nr 1. A Technical Specification Umiting C. Severity !!!-Violations involving:
outhonty. but it is espected that normal use of this Condition for Operation being exceeded 1. lack of qualit assurance program

.e.
I

eu honty by NsR and NMSS wn!! be confined to where the appropriate Action Statement implementation re sted to a single work
actions necessary m the mterest of the pubhc health was not satisfied; activity (e.g.. structural, piping,
gs , y enjf 2. A system designed to prevent or electrical, or foundations) as shown byo but not io hm in I w

mitigate a serious safety event not being multiple program implementation
,

I that IE will normally confine use of its authonty to
actions based on nolshone of existms violations that wtre not identified and
requirements The DirectortOffice of *"FY &;:ss Pohey. Plannins. and Prosrom corrected b more than one qualitIIAJmmistration. has been delesaled the authonty to Guidance." para ILM d.
6ssue orders where hcensees notate Commission 'Thea does not apply to instantaneous release assurance / quality control checkpoint
reustations b> nonpsyment of bcense fees hmit- relied upon to identify such violations:

(

,
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l POLICY STATEMENTS
.

2. Preoperational test program 1. Failure to provide protection or 3. Release of radioactive material to .

implementation in which the violations control of access into the protected area; an unrestricted area in excess of 5 times'

! rssult in failing to confirm the design 2. Failure to provide protection or the limits of 10 CFR 3D.108: gi
I safety requirements of the structure or control of access to a vital area or 4. Failure to make an imunediate

material access area: notification as requimd by 10 CFRsystem: or
3. Failure to make a required 10 CFR 3. Failure to provide protection or 3D.403(a)(1) and to CFR 30.403(a)(2);

|
30.55(e) report. control of access to the trans vehicle 5. A re&auon levelin an unrutricted

D. Severity IV-Viola tions involving: or the SNM being trans or area that exceede 30 millires/ hour for a
1. Failure to follow c.ne or more 4. Failure to estabiloh or maintain one hour pedod.

Quality Assurance Criteria not safeguards systems designed or used to S. Dispmal d hoewd matwielin
emounting to Severity 14 vel L 11. or HI detect the unauthodsed removal of pannun w uncutmhu h nous of
violations; or Category II SNM from areas of 5 times the limits of to CFR 30.303 or

i 2. Inadequate review or the failure to authorised use or storage. E'306 w
make a review in accordance with to D. Severity IV-Violations involving- 7.Expam of a workw in retricted

1. Failure to establish or spaintain areas in excess of 5 times the limits of toCFR Part 21. .

E. Severity V-Other violations, such safeguards systems designed or M 3a1E ;
'

es failure to follow procedures, that employed to detect the unauthorised C. Severity HI-Violations involving:
hsve other than minor safety or removal of Category HI SNM from areas

1. Exposure of a worker tolevelsin -

environmental significance, of authorised use or storage: I

F. Severity VI-Violations that have 2. Failure of the security organlaation excess of those specified in to CFR

minor safety or environmental to follow procedures to cope with actual 30.101 or 30.106:

i significance. security incidents that are not covered 2. A radiation level in an unrestricted
by Severity 14vele 1. H. or 111; area that exceeds 5 maillires/bour for a

Supplement Hl.-Sevedty Categodes 3. Failure of corporate or site security one hour pedod.
!

Sofeguards * management to provide adequate 3. Failure to make a 34. hour

&mchn M 8uPenision d ee securW nouncahn as mquimd by M CFR
A. Severity I-Violations involving.
1. Actual entry of an unauthorized '

Program that do not result in Severity 30.403(b) or an immediate notification4
'

Level 1.11. or 111 violations; or required by to CFR 30.403(a);
individualinto a vital area or material 4. Inadequate review or the failure to 4. Substantial potential for an

i ecceo area from outside the rotected ma a m*w in acc# dance wi expum or alw11n ucwe of10 CFR
| cres that was undetected at t e time of CFR Part 21. So where such ex;osure or please does
{ . E. Severity V-Other violations, such not occur (e.g., en try into high radiation

2. 5ctual theft. loes, or diversion of as failure to follow procedures or en area without he'.ing performed an'

special nuclear material (SNM] or an act approved security plan, that have other adequate surve) operation of a

af radiological sabotafy: report an actual than mim safeguards significance.radiation facility with a nonfunctioninge or
3. Failure to prompt F. Severity VI-Violations that have interlock system):

i cr attempted theft or diversion of SNM mim safegwds significance. 5. Release of radioactive material to
cr an act of radiological sabotage.

B. Severity II-Violations involving: i.' -- t IV,-Sevedty Categodes an unrestricted area in excess of the
.

hmits of10 CFR 20.10s:1. Breakdown of security systems ysics M M 0 6. Disposal oflicensed material not.

designed or used to prevent any
unauthorized individual from entering a A. Severity 1-Violations involving:f

covered in Severitylevels I orII:

vital area or material access area from 1. Exposure of a worker in excess o 7. Exposure of a worker in restricted
25 reme of radiation to the whoe body, areas in excess of the limits of to CFRcutside the protected area such that 150 rems to the skin of the whole body. 3D.103:orcecess could have been gained without or 375 reme to the feet, ankles, hands, or s. Release for unrestricted use ofdetection:

2. Failure to operate the central (or fomarms: contaminated material or equipment
2. Exposure of a member of the public substantially in excess of NRC orsecondary) alarm station:

in excess of 0.5 rems of radiation: license limits or the failure to3. Failure to respond to unauthorised
3. Release of radioactive material to decontaminate plant areas as required. 4

cr unanticipated security alarm
an unrestricted area in excess of to D. Severity IV-Violations involving:cnnunciations: w u ments (e.3,

il{to fo
" 1radi i n 1 n tricted ,gse u rdss e e s i ,

smpfoyed to prevent or detect the ma that ex 100 millirem / hour for dosimetry. improper posting), not
, pa covered in Severity levels 1.11, or 111.unauthonzed removal of Category I 5. Disposal of h. censed materialin h MdalWm hWSNM from areas of authorized use or quantities or concentrations in excess of segstorage:or
1 es the limits of 10 CFR 30.303 or5.Braakdown of transportation

area such that an individual may receive
to pr ent t e theft. loss or d v on f 6. Exposure of a workerin restricted greater than 2 milliremin a one hour

areas in excess of 10 times the limits ofSNM or acts of radiological sabotage. pM w 20 mEmn in any smn2 CFR 20.1nC. Severity ill-Violations involving: B. Severity H-Violations involving: consecutive days:

1. Exposure of a worker in excess of 5 3. Failure to make a Stkday .

more then one beenen involved in uw .selnd to rems of radiation to the whole body. 30notification required by to CFR 20.405: >

* sane tren portation e.quiremenis are e
e

scimty such n shipper (to crn 73.ao) d a mms to the skin of the whole body,or 75 or
comer no crn maast when e %1stion or ch a reme to the feet, ankles, hands, or 4. Inadequate review or failure to

make a review in accordance with to
Ere"cYed N "Erup*o *sYh N. f e arms:*

'

2. Exposure of a member of the public CFR Part 21.
ender the circumsienen or dw cue mer be ese or
more et the been n involved. In excess of 0.1 rems of radiation: E. Severity V-Violations involving:

PS40October 17,1980
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1. Failure to make a followup written Severity Level I 11. or 111 violations: that 1. A technically unqualified or'

report as required by 10 CFR 20.402(b). reduces the margin of safety; or unauthorized person conducting a
20.408. and 20 409; or 3. Inadequate review or failure to licensed activity that results in radiation

I 2. Any other matter, including failure make a review in accordance with to levels, contamination levels, or releases
to fo!!ow procedures, that has other than CFR Part 21. that exceed to times the limits specified
minor safety or environmental E. Severity V-Other violations, such in the license:
significance. as failure to follow procedures, that 2. Use of unauthorized equipment that

F. Severity VI-Violations that have have other than minor safety or results in radiation levels,
minor safety or environmental environmental significance. contamination levels, or releases that
significance. F. Severity VI-Violations that have exceed to times the limits specified in

Supplement V-Severity Categories y88, 'Y
''"d' ""'"I*I

,
,",,'ssion or use of unauthorized
*; '

Tronsportation materials requiring a license, that results
Supplement VI-Severity Categories in radiation levels contamination levels,

trans tat on re s in lying: FuelCycle Operations o esses atex e 10t es the'

1. Radiation exposure of a member of A. Severity I-Violations involving: 4. Failure to perform required surveys,
the pubhc in excess of 0.5 rems of 1. A nuclear criticality accident; or tests or evaluations, or to institute
radiation; or 2. A system designed to prevent or required safety precautions that results

2. Loss of package integrity resulting mitigate a serious safety event not being in radiation levels, contamination levels,
in surface contamination or external operable when actually required to or releases that exceed 10 times the
radiation levels in excess of ten (10) perform its design function. Ilmits specified in the license; or
times the NRC or Department of B. Severity II-Violations involving: 5. A system designed to prevent or
Transportation (DOT) limits. 1. A system designed to prevent or mitigate a serious safety event not being

B. Severity II-Violations of NRC mitigate a serious safety event being operable when actually required to
transportation requirements involving: inoperative; perform its design function.

1. Loss of package integrity resultin8 2. Conduct of activities not authorized B. Severity II-Victations involving:
in surface contamination or external by the license that have a significant 1. A technically unqualified or
radiation levels in excess of NRC or safety implication; or unauthorized person conducting a
DOT requirements: 3. Failu'e to make an immediate or licensed activity that results in radiation

2. Surface contamination or external prompt report required to be made by levels, contamination levels, or releases
radiation levels in excess of three times telephone or other electronic means. in excess oflicense limits:
NRC or DOT limits that did not result C. Severity III-Violations involving: 2. Possession or use of unauthorized
from a breach of package integrity; or 1. A degraded system designed to equipment or materialin the conduct of

3. Failure to make required initial prevent or mitigate a serious safety licensed activities that results in
notifications associated with Severity event (e.g., confinement barriera or radiation levels, contamination levels, or
LevelI or !! violations. criticality controls); or releases that exceed limits specified in

I C. Severity !!I-Violations of NRC 2. Operation with a technically the license.
transportation requirements involving: unqualified or unauthorized person 3. Failure to perform required surveys.

1. Breach of package integrity; resulting in a reduced margin of safety. tests. or evaluations that results in
2. Surface contamination or external D. Severity IV-Violations involving:- ra diation levels, contamination levels, or

radiation levels in excess of. but less 1. Inadequate review or the failure to releases that exceed the limits specified
than a factor of three above NRC or review activities in accordance with 10 in the license.
DOT requirements, that did not result CFR Part 21 or management reviews 4. Failure to make required initial
from a breach of package integrity: required by the license that are not notifications associated with Severity

3. Any noncompliance with labelling, performed or are performed levelI or !! violations; or
.

placarding. shipping paper, packaging, inadequately but that do not result in a 5. A system designed to prevent or
loading, or other requirements that could Severity level I. II. or III violation: mitigate a serious safety event being
reasonably result in the following: 2. Any operation limit not covered by inoperative.

a. Improper identification of the type. Severity Level I, II. or III violations C. Severity III-Violations involving:
1. Failure to control access to licensedquantity, or form of material; being exceeded.

b. Failure of the carrier or recipient to 3. Failure to follow requirements not materials for radiation purposes as
exercise adequate controls; or covered in Severity level I. II. or III specified by NRC requirements:

2. Possession or use of unauthorizedc. Substantial potential for personnel violations, that reduces the msrgin of
equipment or materials in the conduct ofexposure or contamination; or

4. Failure to make required initial **yfF]i(re to make a required 30. daylicensee activities:
4 3. Procurement of radioactive materialnotification associated with Severity " i r human use where such use is notlevel Ill violations. verity V-Other violations, suchD. Seventy IV-Violations of NRC as falIum to foIlow procedures, that 4. Conduct of licensed activities by a

authorized;
transportation requirements involving: eo rt a sa or technically unqualified or unauthorized1. Any noncompliance involving

, {,
package selection or preparation F. Seven.ty VI-Violations that have 5. Failure to make required initial

person;
requirements which does not result in a

"I" ''*I''Y ''"VI' ""'"I*I notifications associated with Severitybreach of package integrity or surface
contamination or external radiation significance. Level 111 violations: or
levels in excess of NRC or DOT Supplement VII.-Severity Categories 6. Degradation of a system designed to

E N' " ' * ' ** * **"4#"**"'''
follow procedures; or Materials Operations event.2. Failure to

inadequate procedures not covered in A. Severity I'-Violations involving: D. Severity IV-Violations involving:

I
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POUCY STATEMENTS

1. Failure to fo!!ow re9ufrements not mammeassame On July
covered in Severity Level I. II. or !!! 30.1980. the Commission published the psFnes23s

3

violations that reduce the margin of .'NRC Action Plan Developed as a rubwed 12/24/so
safety (e g . failure to determine that a Result of the TM!-2 Accident". NUREG-
radiographic source is fully retracted 0660 (45 FR 50613). Pub!Ic comments on Statement of Poecy;I%sster

h Plu were to k fud by Och 28, Comreiselon Guidanos forPourer
2.Fa lure o r a ntain patients 19a0. Dis period was later extended to Reactor Opwetleg IJeaneos

containing cobalt-co, cesium 137, or December 12.19e0 (45 RL 76446). Memeesaduas and Oud eiridium 192 implants hespitalized. to
conduct required leakage or Recent)r the Coemmisefort, by a veer of
contamination tests. or use of 3-2 bsued a Statentrut of Polley

45 FR 80937 entitled " Purser Comunfeelon Geldenesimproperly cabbrated equipment; or
3. Inadequate teview or the failure to Pubs.hed 12/s/so tw Pown Rucer OpmHng UcensesL"

review activities in accordance with 10 od ntended u 12/22/B0 45 FR 41730 Dune 28.1880). In ==- ,

CFR Part 21 or management reviews the Statement of PDBcy announced the-
required by the license that are either intent of the Commission that in flature
not performed or not performed Evaluation of Agreement State actione on wocker powerseector

Ucense oppucations,if seculdtdequately but that do not result in a Modtation Control Programe; Proposed look to lief of" Requirements forSeverity level 1. II. or I!! viola tion. General Statement of Poeor. New redng usenses-lound ksE. Severity V-Other violations. such Estension W Comment Pwed NURE (Jusie 3ent me setstag fortics failure to follow procedures. that Aesiscv.Nuclest Regulatory requirements for new opersthey!! canoeshave other than minor safety or Commisoton. which aadi be"misesmary andEnvironmental significance. ACTtose Proposed general statement of sufnefunt far sost-e ig'* as theF. Severity VI-Violations that have poucy: extension of comment penod. accident at Drue Mils hised f*IMr').minor safety or environmental
significance. suusesanT:On Ocebw 3.1 gen Chnsegassely, surent operettag'llosass

Commission pub!Ished for comment in appliestlome mere lo be }uged symbust
the Federal Register (48 HL 65720) a present NRC requietland, as

proposed general statement of policy to supp4emausd by diese'Mansed
adopt the recentJy revised "thide foe itements, hadar as curW.a d se
Evaluation of State Radiation Control prowhkns of AFf* 4884 MW.

Programa Under Agreement with the hposeweg HeemaW%
46 FR 79e19 U.S. Nuclear Regujetory Commission beyond 60s necenasy w abow
Puushed 12/2/so Pursuant to Section 274 of the Atoaue &h W
comment pened eutended to 12/24/80 Energy Act of1954. As Amended." Althoegh the (liceming and sypseflboar'de

February 1.1980. This revised Guide. mey c:rtertalh contentions seserttas thee the
which was prepared by the NRC staff. 'uPP'""*tiDo l' an*=''y (in suror an
incorporatee new criteria and guidelines partl and iter mar es sermia sun tmsmen thet
for acceptable practica by Agreement ,%' "'

ggsinies.ne Ociob s.1n0 nome
spectfled that cann= ants on the aer .sy no, e.,e,t.o. ao. nti .a.a,it.,10 CPM Ch. I

sea addalonel supplamentationia requi.ed.Action Plan Developed as a Result of proposed general statement of policy /d
! Wie Three hfile Island Accident were due on or beford November 17

: ext On November 3.19e06 by a vote of 3-AeasecT: Nuclear Regulatory Ina gMh 2. the Conenisesort densed a request le aCmnzniulon. g
1

1980.
Actiosc Extension of comment period. etsy of the Stasement of Policy Sled byoAfrne comment period is extended the Uruon of Concamed Sciestista ana
suasesanT:De Commission is further to December 22.1000, the Shoreham Opponenas Coalition.

.

e Acomesame AH internted persons who On October 2a 19eo.by a vote of 4-0.cxtending the comment period on
"NTtC Action Plan Developed as a duire to submit written comments on the Commluien approved NUREG-0737

this[them to the Director, bUcy should" Clarification of Dil Action Planposed statement ofRIsult of the 30-2 Accident". NUREG-
,,, of Requirements." which is a letter from D.08e0 (45 HL 50813). ne initial comment

period expired October 28.19e0. and State Programs. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory C. Eisenhut. Director of the Divisforr of -

w:s extended by the Commission to Comminton. Washingtoa. DC 20ssa. Ucensing. NPJt. to licenses of opefa ting
Copies of pub!!c comments on this power reactors and appIfesnts forDeceinber 12.1980 (45 FR 76446). nis proposed policy statement may be operating !! censes forwarding poet.DGcxtensi,on is necessary to permit public examined at the Commluion's Public requirements. NUREG-0737 nome

| comment on recent modifications to the Document Room at 1717 H Street.NW. supersedes NUREG-0M94. thelatwr'

Plan. Washington. DC. being the doenamit which forrms the
oaTr Comment period expires P08 Puntien espoessation contact: em of 6e substantin mquirernentsla
December 24.19e0. John R. McCree. Of5m of State the aforementioned Statement of Poucy.
aconesser Written comments should Programs. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory NUREG-0737 makes numeroua
be sent to the Secretary of the Commiulon. Washington, DC aosas significant changes in NUREG-0004. In

P
Comnussion. Attention: Docketing and (Phone 301-401-77e7). some instaneen, the requirementsla'

Service Branch. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory NUREC-oest are made erors flexible.
Commission. We shington, D.C. 20555. especially as to implementation

schedules. In some instances, thepose pusrfwan iserones ATiou cowf acT:
Mr. Warren Minners. Office of Nuclear

requirementa la NUREG4894 are rende
more strict. In addition. NUREG-O'737Rxctor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. Washington.
D.C. 20555 (phone 301-492-7581). b
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NRC Staff Exhibit se {
Federd Register / VII. 47. N:. 4e / Wesday. M:rch 9,1982] Rules cnd Reguhtions 9e87p,

final NRC decision thirty (30) days after being staf since that guidace was published (45 FR 86754). A series of Sve public
m.de and only in the event that the in October 1980; and (2) comments meetings was announced on October 17
Con. mission has not exercised sua spoets received during and foUowing blic 1900 (45 FR 09077) and copies of bothp

"'s'')*If the Director of Nuclear Reactor
meetings on the poli ,%e y, those rederal R ter items were-

*

i statement is intend to inform meDed to all NR licensees and to
h',7,I*[j $,0|,D licensees and thepublic of the bases for identiGed public interest and latervenorg a r
a propriate. concludes that signi$ cant taking various enforcement actions.De ups, soliciting their participation in

anses have occuned since the completion licy, which provides guidance,is meetings.
of the previous antitrust review in connection ing codined as Ap ndix C to Part 3
with the construction permit. then the of Title to of the C ofFederal I'd'' d W
provisions of I 2.102(d) shall apply. Regulations. - Pub!!c meetings werebldin early.

MN 9, 1 ,as M M b.

(c)(2) w the cio f Re clor
Regulation or the Director of Nuclear POR FURTHER ledFOResATIOst C0strACT: Philadelphia, PA, Atlanta, GA, Chicago,
Material Safety and Safeguards, es es Lieberman. Acting Director, E. Dallas,TX, and Oakland, CA.
a pro riate, shall refer and transmit a copy rcement StaN Office ofInspection Attendance at the meetings varied best
o es app!! cation for a construction pennit and Enforcement U.S. Nuclear about 35 (at the Dallas and Omlland
ce an opereting Ilcense for a utilization or Regulatory Commission, Washington, meetings) to a little over100(at the
production fadlity under section 103 of the DC 20555 (301493-4909). Ph!!adelphia and Chicago meetings). All
^*'' t 6e Auo '" '

i tth A Un th ' SUPPuMENTARY aseFOResAT10sc he mutings wm transcribe 4 and

Be At orn y Cen ralwtII.withh a Nuclear Regulatory Commission is transcripts are available in the NRC's
nasonable time, but in no event to exceed revisi its enforcement policy to Public Document Room at 1717 H Street
too days after receipt. render such advice to respon to comments provided on an NW, Washington, DC 20665.
the Corrunission as is determined to be earlier version pub!!shed in October In addition to comments received at
appropriate in regard to the finding to be 1980 and to reflect experience gained la the public meetings, written comments
made by the Commission as to whether the use of the interim policy.ne revised were submitted by 162 individuals and/
activities under the license would create or poli describes the general bases on or groups. All comments were carefully

w various enforcement sanchas cmM h b sta0n b Mon dnti a la a c15 d in e ett n106a of
g get, are to be used as part of the NRCs the po!!cy, and where appropriate, the

(2) The review by b Attorney General regulato program.De statement of policy was revised to accommodsta
desenbed in paragraph (c)(1) above is not general ucy set forth below (as them.%e nature of both verbal and
required for applications for operating Appendix C to Part 2)is intended to written comments ranged from highly
licenses for production or utilization facilities serve as Commission guidance, rather critical to enthusiastically supportive. In
under section 103 of the Act for which the than as rigid requirements, general, however, the thrust of the
construction permit was also issued under comments was unfavorable, with-

section 103. unless the Director of Nuclear Backgrmed
' criticism most often dirveted at:(1)DeReactor Regulation or the Director of Nuclear %e criteria usN by the' Commission *e generally perceived adversarial tone of

a e d7te staff to dete"rmine categories of the policy; (2) the lack of more explicitft naultation
with t$e Attorney Geners! and in accordance noncom llance and enforcement actions consideration of extenuating conditions

p

with I 2.101[e). that such revtew is advisable arising erefrom (referred to hereafter as they might apply to individual cases,
on the g-ound that significant changes to b as " Criteria *') were first published on thus argul for more !!exibility for the
licensee's activities or proposed scuvities October 17,1972 (37 FR 21962).nese staf to app y udgment and discretionin
have occurred subsequent to the previous Criteria were subsequently modified on enforcement ecisions; ) Inadequate
review by the Attorney General and by the anua 3,1975 (40 FR 820) and on recognition of effective censee audit
Commission under section 105c of the Actin ce er 3,1979 (44 FR 77235). In late programs designed to identify and
connection with the construction permit. 1979, the Commission directed the staf correct problems laternally;(4)
* * * * *

to prepare a comprehensive statement of inconsistency among the severitylevels
( Dated at Washington, DC this ad day of enforcement policy.%is staff eHort assigned to violations in the various
, March, tee 2. received added urgency with the activi areas:(5)!ack of clarity in the

For the Nucleat Regulatory Comm!aston. enactment of Pub. L 96-295 edjune exam es of violations in the
Samuel Gilk, 30,1980), thet, among other supplements; and (6)Inadequeto
Secretoryofthe Commisalors amended Section 224 of the Atomic distinctions between severity levels, #

Ene Act to raise the maximum c:vil particularly for the lese seriousira on ame ru.4 w-am enes
aus.o ecos res es.es pen the NRC can impose from $5,000 violations.

to $100,000 per violation and eliminated Representative concerns (as
the provision limiting the total civil paraphrased b the sta frequently

10 CFR Part 2 penalties for any 30-day period to expressed in th the pu c meetings
'General Statement of Poficy and On September 4,1980, the C a pne er

Procedure for Enforcement Actions Commisalon approved a proposed forth below. in addition, a compilation
Actucy: Nuclear Regulatory [n o'r aYd ecteSota5-(1)

P of all written mmenta, and sta5

To implement the proposed policy as res onsee to them, has been preparedCommission.
an will be made available soon in theAcTioet: Revised general s'tatement of interim guidance:(2) to ublish the NRUuWe Document hm andPolicy. proposed of cy for pub c comment; and through the National Technical

suuuAny:The NRC is revising its (3)$[g,yctsae f publi ' *
g, eg d r puWe c Inf rmation Service (N'US), Springfield,

enforcement policy Essed on:(1) osed .oli VA, as an NRC report (NURECAy736).

on the Qosedexperience gained in the im lementation De licy was published in hiany of the oral presentations at the
the Febral Register on October 7,1980 pubhc meeticas were reiterated in the -of the proposed general gul nce to the

,, n w ,,,, , . . ., ,. _ - A_ ;,----- -
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written comments, and the general period of at least six wwks to prepare noncompllance abould be more

thrust of all the oral presentations for the meetings. expensive than compliance.,

CommentInsufficient time has been Comment:%e language used in the
closely paralled the written comments. . allowed for written comments. Introduction and purpose invites a

Comment The Commission should be
involved in any dedstons deviating from Response: All comments received counterproductive adversarial

the stated enforcement policy, whether before June 1981 were considered in the relationship.e

*

that deviation results in a greater or policy modification. although the formal Response:%e language in the

I lesser civa penalty. closing date for receipt of comments introduction and purpose has been

Response:Re Commission is notified was December 31.1980, which provided changed to address this conoarn,

before proposing each civil penalty. almost three months from date of Comment %e requirement to submit

However, requiring the Commission to publication in the Federal Register foe responses to Notices of violation under

rule on each deviation would create an preparation of written comments- oath or s!!Irmation is unnecessary and

undue burden on the Commission.
Comment:%e policy should be contributes to an adversarial tons.It

Currently the policy calls for withdrawn until an assessment can be should not be required for aII responses.

Commission review whex
made as to the necessity ofnew Response:He across-the. board

a,The proposed action may in itself regulations. requirement has been eliminated for
involve public health and safety risks: Response:%Is policy does not add other than escalated enforcement

b. He Commission feels it is any new requirements. Rather. it actions, but the decisio ' to require such.

announces how the NRC will enforce sworn responses remains an NRC optiondesirable:
c.Re Director feels it is appropriate; existing requirements. under Section 182 of the Atomic Energy

Comment:The Office Directors should Act.Re Commission continues to,

or
d. A civil penalty for a single violation have more discretion. expect accurate. complete and timely

exceeds 3.75 times the base amount of a Response:The Office Directors have information from licensees.De.'

severity level I violation. broad discretion.Re policy allows for elimination of the oath requirement wul

Comment In implementing this policy discretion while ensuring that sufEclent not prevent the Commission from taking
NRC should follow the requirements of guidance is present forits even enforcement action for responses that

the Regulatory Fjexibility Act of1980. application. do not meet that expectation.

Response:His policy is not subject to Comment Any civu penalties imposed Comment: Civu penalties should not

the Regulatory Flexibility Act. on nonprofit hospitals or other nonprofit be imposed for the same violation which
Comment:The size of a fine should be institutions would have to be paid try is the basis for a license revocation or

based on hazard. not the ability to pay. Increasing charges to the public. suspension.
Response:The legislative history of Response: Table 1 has been modified Response %e AtomicEnergy Act

section 234 indicates that ability to pay to address this con =rn.%e expren1y provides for civu pensIties to
is a factor to be considered in assessing Comm! sfon does not desire to increase *'$' "g'g"; " y, ch
civ0 penalties.Re stnature of Table 1 consumer costs. Nevertheless, the ,j e

does reDect generally the nature of Commission believes that civu penalties decision as to whether both revocation
hazard involved in licensed activities. A provide both profit-making and (or suspension) and civil penalties
civil penalty is not designed to put a nonprofit institutions incentives for should be applied for the same violation

( .- licensee out of business. Where it is safety through compliance with its is made on a case.by. case basis.
' appropriate to terminate licensed requirements.' Comment ne anatching of smrHy

. I activities, an order, rather than a civil Comment:What criteria were used to levels to civ0 penalties may make it

i penalty,is used. place particular violations in their ''' 'r f C to d'.-
Comment:It should not be NRC policy corresponding severity levels? Pe jty y ,h o H*

to fine individual operators licensad Response %e actual or potential takes away from the licensee any
under 10 CFR Part 55.

Im act on the health and safety of the chance of proving the existence of
Response:Enfortement actions for pu lic is the fundamental basis for this mulgating circurnstanosa.

licensed opeators will be determined on determination within each activity area. Response: Prior to imposing civu
a case by-case basis, as specified in it is inappropriate, however, to compare penalties.llcensees are given the
SectionIV.A.of the Policy Statement. severity levels between activity areas. opportunity to raise any mitigating ,

Commente !nadvertent errors must be Comment: Are the supplements for circumstances unique to the case.nm'

accepted as a distinct possibility and guidance only or are they mandatory? circumstances are taken into0

severe penalties should be reserved for Response:The supplements are for consideration when the decision is made
' '

willful violations only. guidance, as is the entire policy whether or not to order the imposition of
p

Response: NRC expects, and has statement. civil penalties. Mitigation or remission
I required a high standard oflicensee Comment %e aggressive use of of civil penalties based on such licensee
I compliance; this policy is designed to monetary civil penalties will not ensure responses is not uncommon when
J ensure that this high standard ia compflance with NRC regulations. compehg arguments an pnsented.

,

'

' - maintained. Cle arly, willful violations Response:While not ensuring Comment: Provisions for escalated(
J}..l should be treated more harshly. A compliance, civil penalties are strong action set forth in Table 2 are not

|L willful violation may be a crbl=1 incentives to comply. Enforcement*

violation under the Atomic Energy Act actions are almost exclusively appropriate.

and may be referred to the Department retrospective in nature, of course, and Response: Table 2 is advisory, not'

;''
of Justice for appropriate action. thus address past noncompliance rather' mandatory.

Comment: Severity levels need to be
T Comment: Insufficient time was than guaranteeing compliance. revised to more clearly reflect health
W allowed to prepare for pubic meetings. Nevertheless. the deterrent effect of

t E Response:%e meetings were enforcement, including civil penalties, is and safety concerna.,

announced on October 17.1980 and considered to be substantialIn Response Re number of severity

were held in early December.1980; a addition, it is Commission policy that levels has been reduced to five, withr-
g
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additional guldance in expanded five: (2) provision that eeverity level 111 sec. e. Pah. L ss-aso, es stat.1472142 USC
supplements. violations be considered for civil tiss).

, Comment:Immediate Action 14 tiers penalties.rather than normaBy 2.Part 21s amended by adding a newshould be called Confirmatory Action assessing dvil penalties for them: ts) . Appendix C to read as follows:letters. elimination of dvil penalties fue
Response: Adopted. violations identified, corrected and APPendia '' #= * F*3c7 *ad Proceduse
Commeneis the Enforcement Policy a reported by licensees undercertain Ice MC Enforcament Adams

f
,

General Statement of Policy or a conditions: (4) etini nation of spedfic ne fo!!owing statement of generalpecy
regulation? crihria for enforcement actions against and procedure lains the enforcement

Response: An underlying beals of this licensed operators: (5) modification of Pou and uses of the UK Nudsee
policy that is reDected throughout it is the tone of presentation to avoid an Re etwy Commisalon and its etaff to

I"* '"I"''*

bng % ($"*g",that the determination of the unnecessarily adversarial character: (6)
edappropriate sanction requires the changes in the base dvil penaltrvalues Appea! Boarda, and es

exercise of discretion such that each to better differentiate among di!Terent tu,, inston in miewing these actions.nle
enforcement action is tailored to the types oflicensees:(7) clarification of a statement is applicable to enforcensent in
particular factual situation. In view of number of passages and of several terms matters favolving the public health and
the discretion provided, the enforcement used in the policy: (8) addition of a new safety, the common defense and enrity, and
policy is being adopted as a statement supplement containing guidance se the environment.'
of general policy rather than as a miscellaneous matters. Including g,g,i,g,eg .g pregulation, notwithstan that the violations involving material false
statement has been prom ated with statements, willfulviolations and 7" 'I O* ",g
notice and comment proce ures. A reporting failures; and (9) combination
general statement of policy will permit of the supplements applicable to fuel radiolostcal health and safety of the pubhc.

including employees heal'h and safety, et et

the Commission maximum Cexibility in cycle operation and materials activities common defense and security,and the
revising the policy statement and it is into one supplemenL . environment by:'

expected that the statement.espedally Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of . Ensuring complianos wtth NRC regulations
the supplements, will be revised as 1954, as amended, the Energy and licenu conditione:
necessary to reflect changes in policy Reorganization Act of t974. as amended. * Obts pmmpt correction of
and direction of the Commission. and Section 552 of Title 5 of the United nonco

in drafting the statement it was States Code, the following statement of = Detwring future noncompliance: and

,"rg. bySx
*

expected that the specific enforcement po c p s as A C o10 '

criteria should provide adequate l' e

guidance and be applied in the majority codification to be eHective M E - industry. including the pmapt
Identification and reporting of potential

of circumstances requiring enforcement 1982. safety problems.
actions. We policy, as indicated above.

PART2 dtULES OF PRACTICE FOR Cesistet wie es purpow of &la .

does provide discretion to take
appropriate action if, after conalderig

DOMESTIC l.lCENSING PROCEEDINGS pmgram, pmmpt and Hgomus enfon==t
action will be taken when dealing with

the policy statement. the Director 1.%e authority citation for Part g !!censees who do not achieve the neceuary
determines that application of the continues to nead as follows: meticulous attention to detail and the high

standard of c mptlance which b NRCcriteria is inappropriate. For example. Authodty: Secs.181.181. 68 Stat. 948,353 expects of its licensees. Each enforcamentthere may be cases where more than a
(42 USC 2201. 2231) sec.191. a s amended. action is dependent on the circumstancas of25% increase in civilpenaltyis Pub. L 87-415,75 Stat. 409 (42 USC 2241) the case and requires the exerdse ofappropriate based on prior enforcement sec. 201. Pub. L 93-438. 88 Stat.1242, es

discretion after consideration of thesehistory, amended by Pub. L 94-73, es Stat. 413 (42 policies and procedures. In no case. bowever.
UAC 584th 5 USC 352. will!!censeea who cannot achieve andPrincipal Changes Section 2101 also issued under seco. ss, e2 maintsin adequate levels of protection be

%e fundamental basis of the revised 81.1n W. m os Stat. m e32. m ess. permitted to conduct licensed activities.
pola"cy remaina &e aame as &at 937. 938, a: amended (42 U.S C 3073 aces,

articulated in the interim policy.Det is. 2111. 2133, 2134, 2135) sec.102. Pub. L 91 IL Statutory Authority and Procedural
190. 83 Stat. 853 (42 UAC 4332) occ. 301, as Framewouk

violations are categorized by severity Stat.1248 (42 USC 5471) Sections 1102, *
levelin accordance with guidance 2.m. 2.105. 2.721 also tuued ander seca.102, A N####"7 g''O*'*T
incorporated in the policy statement. 103.104.105.183.189 es Stat 936. 937. ssa. The NRC's enforcement jurisdiction is
Based on that severity level, the 954. 955, as amended (42 USC 2132,2133 drewn from the Atom!c Energy Act of t954,
enforcement sanction to be applied is 2134,2135,2233,2239). Sections 2.200-2.20s as amended, and the Energy Reorganization
then determined. Depending on the also Issued under sec.186, se Stat. 966 (42 Act of1974, ae amended.

nature of the!! censed activityinvolved' U.S C 22361; sec. 206. 88 Stat.1246 (42 USC Section tot of the Atomic Energy Act
58461. Sections 2.e00-2.606.173061772 also authorizes NRC to conduct inspections andthe size of any base civil penalty that
issued under sec.102. Pub. L 91-190. 83 Stat. Investigations and to issue orders as may bemay be called foris then determined 853 (42 USC 43321. Sections 1700s 2.719 necessary or desirable to promote the

and adjusted upward or downward a!so issued ander s UAC 554. Sections 2.754, common defense and security or to protect
based on the circumstances of the 2.760. 2.770 also issued under 8 USC 557. health or to minirrJze danger to life ce
specific case. Section 2.790 s!so issued under sec. tos, e6 property. Section 186 authorizes NRC to

In spite of these besic similarities. Stat. 938 as amended (42 USC 2133). revoke licensee under certain circumstance,
substantial changes have been made in Sections ta00-2.a07 also issued under s (e s., for matertal false statements. in

how th,e steps are accomplished and in ES C 553. Section taas also inued under 5 ruponn to condmons est would have

clarifymg the language used to present USC 553 and sec.102. 83 Stat. 853 [42 USC warranted tefusal of a IIcense on an ods!nal
43321. Section 2.809 also issued under 5 USC application for a licensee's failure to build orthe policy. The most significant of these 553 and occ. 29. Pub. L 85-256,71 Stat. 579. as

changes include:(1) Reduction in the amended by Pub. L 95-209. 91 Stat 1483 (42 ' Antitrust enforcement matters wt!! be dealt withnumber of severity levels from six to USC 2039). Appendix A is afoo issued under on a case.by case basis.
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requinments,decepdon orother 58*tione

ID Sevedty of Vielellene of willfulans. m term "willfulnew" as esed
operate a facility in accordance with the ulnments 'have varying here embrecu a spectrum of violatione
terms of the permit or license, and for Regulato,

y, safeguards, er ranging from deliberate intent to violate or'

degrees of
environmental significance. Derefore,it le falsify to and includirg careless disregard forviolation of a NRC regulation), Section 2H

suthorizes NRC to impose dv0 penalties not enential that the relative importance of each requinments. Willfulness does not ,

to eaceed 3100.000 per violation per day for violation be identified as the Bret step la the . corn {nhend acts which do not rise to thebe dcanine$smseCadekrininingtbIthe violation of certain specified limnsing enforcement process.
ePedBc severity level of a violation lavolvingdin

terms ofkuently,violatiene are categoriseve levels of severity to show theirwuNdane consWredon wu!be give a
provisions of the Act, rules, orders, and Com
license terms implementing these provisions. g auch factore as the positice of the personcad for violations for which licenses caAbe eg

revoked. Section 232 authorizes NRC to seekfoUowing seven activity arose. lavolved in the violadon (eg. Bret line

injunctive or other equitable relief fo Reactor Operations; supervisor or senior manager), the

violation of regulatory requinments. Facility Constructica. significance of any undertying violation, the -
.

Section 206 of the Energy Reorganizatica Safeguards, latent of the violator (Le., negligence not !
,

,

Act authorizes NRC to impose dvil penalties
Health Phyolos; amounting to carelne disregard. carelese

disregard, or deliberstenese), and theTran tion:
for knowing and conscious fauures to provide cle and Materiale Operatione: and ecorm.mic advantage,if any, gained by theFuel

Misce aneous Matters. violation.De relative weight given to each ofcertain oefety information to the NRC,*

Chapterisof the AtomicEnergy Act Within each activity area Severity Invell these factore in arriving et the op te

provides for varying levels of criminal has been an!gned to violations that an the severitylevel willbe dependent ce
penalties (i.e., monetary fines and most significant and Severity !avel V dicumstances of the violation.
imprisonment) for willful violations of the act violations are the least signiacant. Severityne NRC expects licensees to provide Aall,

levelI had IIviolations are of very complete. timely, and securete informationand regulations or orden issued under
Sections 65,161(b).161[i),or 161(o)of the Act. algnificant regulatory concern. In general,and reports. Accordingly, unless otherwise

'

violadons et are included 6 hu uverity categorized in the Supplements, the severityI
Section 223 provides that criminal penalties categoriee involve actual or hl h potential level of a violation involving the faGute to8
may be irnposed on certain individuals
employed by firme constructing or supplying

impact on the public. Severity Level III make a required report to the NRC will be
,

violations are cause for algnificant concern. based upon the significance of and the
basic cornponents of any utilization facility il Severity I4 vel IV violations are less serious circumstances surrounding the matter.
the individual knowingly and willfully but are of morv than minor concern: I.e,if left However,the uveritylevelof an antimely
vio!ates NRC requirements such that a basic uncorncted, they could lead to e more report,in contrast to no report. may be
component could be significantly impaired. wrious concern. Severity tavel V vlotations reduced depending on the circumstances
Section n5 provides that criminalpenaltfee are of minor safety or environmental concern. surrounding the matter.
may be imposed on penone who interfere De niedw seriousnus of dotadma at thea p n wi nach IV.Infor=-ae Actionswith inspectors. Section 236 provides that ", ' "[, ty 'IM uctim dm&s b edwedcriminal penalties may be imposed on

,.

acudy anu are inapproph Fw mA sanctions available to NRC and spedfias the,f persons who attempt to or cause sabotage at
a nuclear facility or to nuclear fuel. A!!eged while the immediacy of any hazard to the conditions under which each may be used.

er suspected criminal vlotatione of the public assodated with Severity IAvelI %e baale sanctions an notime of violation,
violations in Reactor Operations is greater dvil penalties, and orders of various types.Atomic Energy Act are referred to the .

than that associated with Severity 14vell Additionally, related adminletrative
Department of justice for appropriate action- violations in Reactor Construction, both a>echanisms such as bulletina and
B. Procedurolfrumed anas have violations which cover the full confirmatory action letters are used to

range of uverity levels.Ris disparity la supplement the enforcement program. hato CFR Part 2. Subpart B, of NRC's
relative wriousness of violations in differentselecting the enforcement sanctions to be

regulations sets forth the procedures the NRC activity anas is due to the diversity ofapplied. NRC will consider enforcementuses in exercising its enforcement authority, licensed activities regulated by NRC and the actions taken by other Federal or State
10 CFR 2.201 sets forth the procedures for need for continuing improv ement in licensee regulatory bodies having concurrent, j
insulng notices of violadon, performance of certain activities. jurisdiction, such as in transportadon

ne procedure to be used in assessing dvil While examples are provided in matters.
penalties is set forth in to CFR 2n nis Supplements I through VII for determining the With very limited exceptions, whenever
regulation provides that the appropriate NRC 'ppropriate severity level for violations in noncompliance with NRC requirements is
OfSce Ihrector initiates the civil penalty each of the seven activity areas, the MenM enfament acdon is h h ,
process by issulns a notice of violation and exampu en o er exhandw w nature and extent of the enforcement action
proposed imposition of a civil penalty.De contro!!ing These examples do not create is intended to reflect the seriousness of the i

licensee is provided an opportunity to contest new requirements.ney reflect the violation involved.For the vast majority of
in writing the proposed irnposition of a civil seriousness of violations of requirements. violations, action by an NRC regional ofSoo

penalty. After evaluation of the Lcensee o
Each of the examples in the supplements is is appropriate in the form of a Notice of

rnponse, the Duector may mitigate, remit. or predicated on a violation of a regulatoryViolation requiring a formal response from=g
the Ijcensee describing its corrective actions.requirement.Impose the civil penalty. An opportunity is In each case, the severity of a violation will ne relatively small number of casee*

g"{ provided for a hearing if a civil penalty is be characterized at the lev el best suited toinvolving elevsted enforcement action
g

imposed. the significance of the particular violation, receives substantial ettention by the public,7 he procudure for issuing an order to show IJcensed activities not directly covend by and may have signficant impact on theA
cause why e license should not be modilled, one of the above listed areas, e s., export licensee's operation.These eleveted

4

; ${F ' suspended, or revoled or why such other 11oense activities, wi!! be placed in the enforcement actions include civil penaltise;
,

action should not be taken is set forth in to activity area most suitable in light of the orders modifying, suspendmg or revoking

(7. CFR 2.202.Re medanism for moddying a partkadar violation involved. licenses; or orders to cease and desist froes
+

bcense by order is set forth in to CIR 2.204 %e severitylevelof a vi lati o may be dulgnated acMun.<J nese sections of Part 2 provide an incnand drcumstanco surroun&ng
j " '' "I"' 0'"8'#d A. Notice of Violationopportunity for a hearing to the affected

,

**"'
W. licensee. Ilowever, the NRC la authorized to A notice of violation is a written notles

' h(. male orders immediately effective if the 'N krm "r rement" as ased in h pobey setting forth one or more violations of a
f pubhc health, safety er interest so requires

means a lessUy tandins reqsement such as a legally binding requirement.De notice
g or,in the case of an order to show cause,if

.t. tut., ,,rdauom. tkenae ounction, w normally requires the licensee to provide ae.1

spnaastka er anser,Yg
the alleaed violation is willful.g
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written atatement describing (1) cornetive to violations discussed in a yrvelous On the obr hand,ineffectin licanoes
steps which have been taken by the licensee enforcement conference. and for which the programs for problem identifkation se

'. and the results achieved. (2) conective steps enforcement conference was ineffective in cornetion are unacceptable. In casse
which will be taken to prevent recunence: . achieving the required corrective action- involving wulfulness, flagrent NRC4dentified
and (3) the date when full comp!!ance will be in applying this guidana for Severity Istal violations or serious breakdown la
achieved. NRC may require responses to IV violations. NRC normaDy considere dvil
notices of violation to be under oath, penalties only for similar violations that mensgement controls. NRC intende to apply *

its full edorcemu6eriphere d
Normally, responses under oath will be occur after the date of the last inspection er
required only in connection with dv0 within two ears,whichever periodis action is wanented. Induding leeulas

penalties and ordare. . greater. oroement conferences are appropriate orders and assessias dvil
|

NRC uses the notice of violadon as the norma!!y condacted for all Sevarity levellIL Penalties fw continuing violadans on a per i

standard method for formalizing the and III violations and for Severity levelIV day basta. up to b statutory limit o!*100. coo
,

existence of a violation. A notice of violation vlotations that are considered spnptomatic of Per violation,perslay.
Is norma!!y the only enforcement action program deficiendes. rather than isolated NRC reviews each proposed dv1] penalty
taken, except in cases where the criteria for concerna. IJcenaces wiD be put on notice case on its own merits and adjusta b base ,

civil penaltiee and orders. as set forth la when a meeting is an enforcement dv0 penalty values upward or downward
appropriately. Tables 1A and 1B identify theSections IV.B and IV.C respectively, are met, conference. -

In such cases, the notice of violation wC!be Civil penalties wiD normaHy be assessed base civil penalty values for different
issued in conjunction with the elevated for knowing and conscious violations of the severity levels. activity arena, and clasass of
actions. reporting requirements of Section 206 of the licensees. After considering aD relevant

Because the NRC wants to encourage and Energy Reorganization Act, and for any drcumstancas. adjustmania to these values
support licensee initiative for self. wi!Irul violation. including those at any may be made for the factors described below:
Identification and correction of problems, severity level 1. Proqpt Identification andRepartig
NRC will not genera!!y !seue a notice of NRC imposes differentlevels ofpenaltlee Reduction of up to 50% of the base dvil
violation for a violation that meets all of the for different severity level violations and penalty may be given when a limnase
fo!!owing tests: d2fferent classes oflicensees. Tables 1A and identines the violation and promptly reports

(t)It was identified by the licensee- 1B show the base civu penalties for various b violation to 6e NRC In weighing this(2)It fits in Severity levelIV or V1 resetor, fue1 cycle. and materials programa, factor. consideration wiD be given to, among(3)It was reported,if required: De structure of these tables gererally takes other things, the length of time the violation
|

(4)It was or will be corrected. including into account the gravity of the violat2on as a
- measures to prevent recunence, within a primary consideration and the abuity to pay existed prior to discovery, the opportunity

an!!aW to d'mde violah ud hreasonable time: and as a secondary consideration. Generally.
(5)It was not a violation that could operations involving greater nuclear material Promptness and completeness of any

reasonably be expected to have been inventories and greater potential required report. nis factor will not be 4

prevented by the licensee's corrective action consequences to the public and liceneae applied to violations which constitute or are '

for a previous violation. employees receive higher civil penathem- Identified as a result of overexposures.
I.icensees are not ordinar0y dted for Regarding the secondary factor of ability of unplanned releases of radioactivity or other

| violations resuhing from matters not within various classes of licensees to pay the civil specific, self-disclosing incidents. In addition,
i their control such as equipment failures that penalties. it is not the NRC's intention that no consideration will be given to this factor if
I were not avoidable by reasonable licensee the economic impact of a dvil penalty be the licenses does not take immediate action

quality assurance measures or management such that it puts a licensee out of business to correct the problem upon discovery.
controls. Generally, however. licensees are (orders. rather than civ!! penalties, are used 2. Conective Action to Parent Reevrrence.
held ' esponsible for the acts of their when the intent is to terminate licensed FW% that conective action is alwaysr
employees. Accordingly, this policy abould activities) or adversely affects a IIcensee's required to meet regulatory requirements. the
not be construed to excuse personne! errors. ability to safely conduct licensed activities. promptness and extent to which the licensee
Enforcement actions involving individuals. The detenent effect of civu penalties is best takes corrective action. including actions to
includirig licensed operators. wi!! be served when the amounts of such penalties prevent recurrence, may be considend in
determined on a case-by-case basis.' take into account a licensee's "abi!Ity to modifying the civil penalty to be assessed.
B CirflPenahy pay."In determining the amounts of dvD Unusually prompt and extensive ennective

penalties for licensees for whom the tables action may result sa reducing the prop > sed
A civl! penalty is a monetary penalty that do not ref|ect the ability to pay. NRC will civilpenalty as much as 50% of the basemay be imposed for violation of (a) certain consider as necessary an increase or value shown in Table 1. On the other hand.specifiedlicensing rovisions of the Atomic decrease on a case-by. case basis. the civil penalty may be increased as much

|
Energy Act or supp ementary NRC rules or NRC attaches great Importana to as 25% of the base value ifinitiation of

: orders. (b) any requirement for which a comprehens!ve licensea programs for corrective action is not prompt or if thelicense may be revoked. or [c] reporting detectiort, correction, and reporting of corrective action is orJy minimally 4requinments under S=ction 206 of the Energy problems that may constituta, or lead to, acceptable. In weighing this factorReorganizat2on Act.Civilpenalties are violation of regulatory requirements.This lei m na n be ginn to, among othu
, designed to empha: Ire the oeed forlasting emphasized by giving credit for effective tMngs de Umehnm M me condu sedon,
| remedial action and to deter future violations. licensee audit programs when IIcensees find,

Cenera!!y. cidl penalties are imposed fw correct, and report problems exped2tiously egru Heensu in!Usdn, and
i

: Ses crity 14veI I and II vio!ations, are and effectively.To encourage licensee self- comprehensiveness of the correcuve action--
| considered and usually impesed for Senrity identitcation and correction of violations such as whether the actionis focused

Les el III violations. and may be imposed for and to avoid poten'lal concealment of manowly to the specific violation or broadly'

Seserity Les elIV vio!ations that are almtlar * problems of safety algnificance, application to the genua! ares decem
of the adjustment factors set forth below may 8. Enforcement History. The base dv6

'Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act gNes the result in no c!vil penalty being assessed for pensity may be increased as much as 25%
Commission authority to impose cavit pena!ces for vio!ations which are identified, reported (if depending on the enforcement history in the
violations on "any person'* * Person * to broad!F required), and effectively corrected by the general area of concern. Specifically, failure
defined in Section 11s of the AEA to include licensee, provided that such violations were to implement previous corrective action Iw
indniduals. a s adeey of orsenlutions, and ag .not disclosed as a result of overexposures or prior similar problems may increase the civil
representathes or agents This gives the unpfanned releases of radioactivity or other . Penalty value,

specinc selfdsclosingincidents. 4. Prior Notice of Similar Events. 'Ito be see i ces of Le e soc e en w en
a viotation of a esquLmnent directly imposed ce *dvil penalty may be increased as much as
themis comer 'ted. reasonably expected to have been prevented by the 25% for cases when the licensee had prior

j 'The word *simiter." es used tn this pohey. refers bcensee's corrective action for the predans knowledge of a problem as a result of a
to thee vieteuons wha could have been violaties. heensee audit.ec specific NRC or industry;

|
|

1

l

1
-
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notifiestion, cnd had f:ihd 13 t ke effectivs havs been awcre of the condition ce had an (d) When the licensee intirLres with the
presentive steps. opportunity to correct the condition, but conduct of an inspection or investigation; or

5. AMtiple Occurrences.De base civG failed to do so. Civil penalties in excese of (e) For any teason not mentioned above for

penalty may be increased as much as 25% 3.75 times the maximum civu penalty for a which license revocation is legally,

where multiple examples of a particular single Severity levell violation for each type authorized. .-

violation are identified during the inspection oflicensee require specific Commission Suspensions may apply to aD ce part of the

period.%is factor is applicable only where approvalin accordance with guidance set licensed activity. Ordinardy, a licensed
NRC identifies the violation, or for violations forth in Section VI below. activity is not suspended (nor la a suspension
associated with self-disclosing incidents. NRC statutory authority permits the prolonged) for fauure to comply with,

ne above factors are additive so that the assessment of the maximum civ0 penalty for requirements where auch failure la not willful

| civil penalty for any ses erity lesel may range each violation.De Tablea and the mitigating and adequate corrective action has been
from plus or minus 100% of the base value. factors determine the civil penalties which taken.
How ever. In no instance will a civil penalty may be assessed for each violation. However. (3) Revocation Orders may be used:
for any one violation exceed $100.000 per to emphasize the focus on the fundamental (a) When a licensee is unable or unwihg

,

day. underlying causes of a problem for which to comply with NRC requirements.
The duration of a violation may also be enforcement action appears to be warranted. (b) When a licensee refuses to correct a

considered in assessing a civ0 penalty. A the cumulative total for all violations which violation,
greater cisil penalty rney be irnposed if a contributed to or were unavoidable (c) When a licensee does not respond to a
violation continues for more than a day. consequences of that problem will generally notice of violation where a response was
Generally.if a licensee is aware of the be based on the amount shown in the table. required.
exisience of a condition which results in an as adjusted. If an evaluation of such multiple (d) When a licensee refuses to pay a fee
ongoing violation and fails to initiate violations shows that more than one required by'10 CR Part 170, or

,

+

corrective action, each day the conditien fundamental problem is involved, each of (e) For any other reason for which
j

.

existed may be considered as a separate which. if viewed independently, could lead to revocation is authorized under Section 186 of
violation and, as such, subject to a separate rivil penalty action by itself, then separate the Atomic Energy Act (e g any condition'

additional civil penalty. civil penalties may be assessed for each such which would warrant refusal of a license on
Generally, for situations where a licensee fundamental problem. In this regard, the an original application).

is unaware of a condition resulting in a failure to make a required report of an event (4) Cease and Desist Orders are typically
,

continuing violation, a separate vietation and requiring such reporting Is considered a used to stop an unauthorized activity that has
attendant civil penalty may be considered for separate problem and will normally be continued after notification by NRC that such
each day that the licensee clearly should assessed a separate civil penahy, activity is unauthorized.

-

Orders are made effective immediately.

taste 1 A.-BASE Crvs PExALTits without prior opportunity for hearing.

tre se wrivue,,e
- whenever it is determined that the pub!!c

health, interest, or safety so requires, or when
se$ewse Traracaisum the order la responding to a violation .

j pw
involving willfulness. Otherwise, a priorco**w ,aan

w es Lo= oppcMunity for a hearing on the order laQ*

| cI %,,,

***"i. @e afforded. For cases in which the NRChearm owv i ,,,
e, believes a basis could reasonably exist foese war.

not taking the action as proposed, the
aco- necwe sac. coo seomo saomo sac.oco es.oco licensee will ordinarily be afforded an
b Test Reactors 10.000 to.oco s.ooo 10.000 a.ooo,

opportunig to show cause why the order
e meuwe peacwe ano cmm recense smo smo a.soo s.000 imo
d Fuel rec *tes ac.oyJ eo.ooo ac.orJo so.oco s.oco should not be issued in the proposed manner.
e m.v uws e usww * emo s.ooo a. coo

i e suw tucess veemeee sooo s. coo smo D. Escoktion of Enforcement Sanctions
.

{ INU[M*# $ $ $ NRC considers violations of Seventy
Levels L II. or m to be serious. If serious

| e cewgorr i smee e e ecu m.ewed e poseene twwe wreten or sviiege spoons een msww no cm violations occur. NRC will where necessary,

".D a issue orders in conjunction with dvil
,

" " "~' ""# * * * * **#''''"' "O c on to ete urthe ofm E 's e io reva e unw e"ne2"
*

a Two ow r not ocw-ee es esorzes unoer a enough e m em tes't serious violations. NRC carefully considers
the circumstances of eoch case in selecting-

TAsLE 18.-BASE Crvt PExuTits f asued in lieu of, or in addition to, civil and applying the sanction (s) appropriate to
f penalties, as appropriate. the case in accordance with the criteria #

i saw *e (1)IJcense Modification Orders are issued described in Sections IV.B and IV.C. above. .
sewe seve O. when some change in licensee equipment. Examples of enforcement actions that4 r

procedures, or management cor trola la could be taken for similar Severity level L II,[ t or m violations are set forth in Table 2.The
j e too necessary,

[2] Suspension Orders may be used: actual progression to be used in a particulara so
6

$ (a)To remos e a threat to the public health case will depend on the circumstances."

v s and safety, common defense and security, oc flowever, enforcement sanctions will7

[ the environment; normally escalate for recurring similar

M 'P"*''"'*"*''***8***** (b)To stop facility construction when (1) violations. .

,

further work could preclude or significantly Normally the prog ession of enforcement
-

'
.

hinder the identification or correction of an , actions for similar violations will be based onh -

i( C Order, improperly constructed safety.related system violations under a single license.When more
or component, or (ii) the licensee's quality than one facility is covered by a single

g- An order is a written NRC directive to , assurance program implementation is not license, the normal progression will be basedc

7
modify. suspend, or revcke a license; to cess * adequate to provide confidence that on similar violations at an individual facility

j and desist from a given practice or activity; construction actMties are being properly and not on similar violations under the samew-

'n or to take such other action as may be proper carried out license. However,it should be noted that

L.y (see to CFR 2.202 and 2204). Orde s may be (c) When the licensee ha s not responded under some circumstances, e.g where there

g.# issued as set forth below. Orders may also be adequately to other enforcement action; is common control oser some facet of fadlity

d
%.h i

.

p -

Y .-___ m. - - . _ . - - - - -. _

- ____
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operations, similar violations may be charged NRC from taking other enforcement action 1. A Safety Limit. as de!!ned in 10 CFR
,

I even though the second violation occurred at under this General Statement of Policy. 30.36 and the Technical Spedfications, being
a different facility or under a different However, such actions will be coordinated exceeded. .

-*

license. For example, a physical security with the Department of Justice to the extent & A system ' designed to prevent ce
violation at Unit 2 of a dual unit plant that practicable. anitigate a serious safety event not being able
repeals an earlier violation at Unit 1 might be ygg ,g g,g Aggg,,, to perform its intended safety function 'when
considered similar, actually called upon to work

In aecordance with to Cm us0 all 3. An accidentalcriticailty;or
taste 2.--EXAMPLES or PRocREssioN OF Es- enforcement actions. inspection reports, and 4. Release of radioactivity offsite yester

CALATED ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS FOR SIMI- Iicensees responses are publicly available
than ten (10) times the Technical(AR WoLATioNs IN THE SAME ACTmTV AREA for inspection. In addition, press releases are Specificadons limit.'

UNDER THE SAME Lscanse generally issued for civu penalties and B. Severity B-Very significant violations
orders. In the case of orders and civil b'o!

m,, , ,,,,,i.,,,, w ,,,,. g penalties related to violations at Severity 1. A y tem designed to prevent or mi4ata** *e ous a tavels L II. or !!! press relesses are issued at
'***''***c'""''**""8*8'***'8

,

" * ' ' * * * ' ' * " " the time of the order or the roposed serious safety events not being able tos.e
, e

.m
ise as se imposition of the civu pen . Press releas'es Perform its intended safety function: ce

are not normally issued for otices of 1 Release of radioactivity offsite greater
.

e e+6 a+m+e a Violation. than five (5) times the Technical
e a a+= e + s + c. Specifications limit.*

' ' . as a a+e VI. Responsibilities
.

involving-
C. Severity Ill-Significant violations

e c.s p %e Directer. Office ofInspection and
e reo

,w,,
a.on e e .cs.a cos anons we me once Da* Enforcement. as the principal enforcement 1. A Technical Specification Ilmitinga

7,*, **7o,r eno7.*'*n *Ya'"'"''''',*4.*"a,'s",''$'$ officer of the NRC.has been delegated the Condition for Operation being exceededZ
ecat e. hoea. . apo oo<a authority to issue noticea of violations, civ0 where the appropriate Action Statement was

ew., m ge g eno.o* ecem or mecano" * '* *,,,,,,s',=,e, penalties, and orders.'h recognition that the not satisfied that resulted in:n,
e r,m., ecnos as apprapn im. regulation of nuclear activities in many cases (a) loss of a safety function; or
* Ca'*'8'''*"" 8- does not lend itself to a mechanistic (b) A degraded condition,and sufficient

treatment, the Director must exercise informstion existed which should have
E. RelatedAdministrative Actions judgement and discretion in determining the alerted the licensee that he was in an Action

In addition to the formal enforcement severity levels of the violations and the Statement condition:
mechanisms of notices of violation civil 8ppropriate enforcement sanctions. including 2. A system designed to prevent or mitigate
penalties, and orders.NRC also uses the decision to impose a civ0 penalty and the a serious safety event not being able to
administrative mechanisms, such as amount of such penalty, after considering the perform its intended function under certain
enforcement conferences bulletins circulars. general principles of this statement of pohey conditions (e 3.. safety system not operable
information notices, generic letters. notices of and the technical significance of the unless offsite power is avaUable; materials or
deviation, and confirmatory action letters to violations and the suneding components not environmentally qualified):

circumstances.supplement its enforcement program. NRC 3. Serious dereliction of duty on the part of
espects licensees to adhere to any De Comission wul be provided written personnel involved in licensed activities;
obligations and commitments resulting from notification of au enforcement actions 4. Changes in reactor parameters which
these processes and will not hesitate to issue involving civu penalties or orders.He cause unanticipated reductions in margins of
appropriate orders to make sure that such Commission will be consulted prior to taking ,,7,,y;
commitments are met. enforcement action in the following situations 5. Release of radioactivity offsite greater

(1) Enforcement Conferences are meetings (unless the urgency of the situation dictates than the Technical Specifications limit; or
held by NRC with licensee rnanagement to immediate action):
discuss safety, safeguards or environmental (1) An action affecti a licensee's

6.10 CFR 50 59 such that a required license

that e r anc the pub!i amendment was not sought.
problems, licensee's compliance with {' Oyd ,, ,d d D. Severity IV-Violations involving-
regulatory requirements, a licensee e 1.10 CFR 50.59 that do not result in a
proposed corrective measures (including security implications of not opersting with

schedules forimplementation) and the potential radiological or other hazards Severity level L 11. or !!! violation;
associated with continued operation: 2. Failure to sneet regulatory requirements

enforcement options available to the NRC.
(21 Bulletins. Circulars. Information Notices

(2) Proposals to Impose civil penalties In that have more than minor safety oc

and Generic Letters are written notifications amounts greater than 3J5 times the Severity environmental significance: ce -

LeselI values shown in Table 1A; 3. Failure to make a required IJcensee
to groups of licensees identifying specific (3) Any proposed enforcement action on Event Report when the reported matter does
prob! cme and recommending specific actions, which the Commission asks to be consulted; not constitute a violation.

(3) Notices of Deviation are written notices E. Severity Level V-Violations that have ,or

Nen 6) Any action the Mee Erector beheves mbor safety mnhnmental sWeann
atisf co e t en wanants Conuninion involoment.involved has not been made a legally binding Supplement II-Severity Categoelas

requirement. He notice of deviation requests Supplement I-Severi'y Categoriaa Pop facilityConstructiors
the licensee or vendor to provide a written
eaplanation or statement describing Reactor Operofions A. Severity I-Very significant violations
corrective steps taken (or planned), the A. Severity I-Very significant violations involving a structure or systein that la
results achieved, and the date when involving-
corrective action will be completed. '" System"ss used in these supplements, includes

(4) Confirmatory Action IAtters are letters 'The Directors of toe Omces of Nucler Reactor administratise and managerial control systema, es
confirming a licensee's agreement to take Regulation and Nuclear Material Safety and well as physical systems.
certain actions to remove Ignificant safeguards have also been delegated simuar '" Intended safety function" means the total

concerra about health and safety, safeguards, authority but H is expected that normal use of thia safety function, and is not directed towanf a loss of

or the environment. authority by NRR and NMSS will be confined to redundancy for enample. considering a BWTs hish
actions necessary in the interest of public bealth pressure ECCS capability.the violation must result

F. Refermis To Department offustice and safety. De Director.Omce of Administration. to complete insatidation of both HPCI and AD6
bas been delegated the authori'y to issue orders subs 3 stems. A loss of one subs > stem does notAlleged or suspected criminal violations of e.here licensees violate Commission regu!ations by defeat the intended safety function as long as the

the Atomic Energy Alt (and of other relevant nonpsyment oflicense fees. It la planned to other subsystem is oper ble. ' '
Federal laws) are referred to the Department consider redetesstion of some or n!! of these . 'The Technicat Specification limit as used la this
of justic for investigation. Referral to the , authorities to the Adminfstrators of the NRC Supplement (!! ems A 4. B 2 and C.51 does not apply
Department of Justice does not preclude the Regional Omces over the neat several yurs. to the instantaneous retene hait.

.
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completed 'in such a manner that it would designed or used to prevent any unauthertsed 8. Exposure of a worker la re#.J arose

not have satisfied its intended safety related individual from entering a vital area er of tan timo the hmits of to Cnt stL10s.

;;; . material access area from outside the
B. Sewrity D-Very signiScant violettene

B. Severity 5-Very significant violatious protected area (Le entry through two bivol, tag.purpose.

barriers) so that accese couldhave base 1. Single exposure of a worker la ammas of
involving;

1. A breakdown In the quality assurance gained without detection: 5 rems d resauon to the whole body.as
3. Failure to implement approud reme to the skin of the whole body.seF5

prograrn as exemplined by de5dencies le compensatory measune when th centra!(or reme to the feet, ankles. hands or foreatme;
construction QA related to more than one secondary) alarm station is inoperabk 3. Annualwhole body exposure of awork activity (e 3. structural. piping,
electrical foundations). Such deficiencies 4.Facute to establish or anaistain anember of the public la excese of 0.5 rema of '

normally involve the licensee a failure to safeguarde systema designed or used to ''dia6ce- '
*

conduct adequate audJts or to take proropt prevent or detect the unauthorized removal of L Releau d ndioacHu matertaho en '
corrective action on the basis of such audits

a formula quantity of SSNM from areas of unmtrickd ana in excese oMw Haes &e
and normally involve multiple examples of authorized see or storage: or -

brnita d10 CML mim
deficient constnaction or construction of

8. Falks to use established transportados 4. Facure to make en immediate
unknown quahty due to inadequate program security systems designed or need to e notification as required by to Cnt

the theft. loss,or diversion of a f
N(a)(1) and to CFR 30.403(a)(1):implementation; or

1 A structure or system that le completed quantity of SSNM or acts of rediological 5. Disposal of bcensed materialin
in such a manner that it could have an sabotage. . quantities or concentrations in excess of Sve
edverse effect on the safety of operations- C. Severity IH-Signif! cant violations tees the limits of to CHL 20.303, or-

C. Severtty DI-Significant violations involving. 8. Exposure of a worker in restdcted arose
1. Failure to control access to a vital area b excess of five times the limits of 10 CRt

,

8 involving: .

or material access area frominside thef 1. A deficiency in a licensee quelltF
31L103.assurance program for construction related to protected area or faGure to control somes to .

!
a single work activity (e g structural piping- a protected area from outside the protected C SeverityID-Signi5 cant violationsI

elec.trical or foundations). Such s!gnificant area:(i.e., such that only a single security hvolving-
1. Single exposure of a woder in excess ofg deficieng normally involves the hcensee*' element remained):

failure to conduct adequate audits or to take 1 Failun to control access to a transport a rema of rectiation to the whole body. 7.5

prompt corrective action on the basis of such vehicle or the SNM being transported that nma to the skin of the whole body,or 14.74

audits. and normally involves multiple does not constitute a Seserity I or H violation; rems to the feet, ad!es, hands or forearms;
examples of deficient construction or 3.Fa!!ure to establish or maintain 1 A radiation level in an unrestdcted area
construction of unknown quality due to safeguards systems des!gned or used to 'that exceeds 100 millirem /bour for a one hour
inadequate program implementation; detect the unauthorized nmovalof SNM of riod;

e derate strategic significanoe from areas of 3. Fauure to make a 2+ hour motifloseon as'

gf,'r ,"
ng ,' finadequate preoperational testor te ea 5" M **E # nquind by 10 CFR 20e(b) or an immeh*

result o t FaGun to ropcly um or protect soufication mquired by to CDL at1402(a)
program implementation; or clani ed w o er sensitive safparde 4. Substantial potential for en exposure or

" release in excese of to CFR 20 whether w not3. Failure to make a regt. ired to CMt
5,'v W-VidaHons in, such exposure or release occure (e 3 entry

.

60.55(e) report.
D. Seventy IV-Violations involving failure into high radiation areas, such as mader"

to meat regulatory requinments including ', ' , , d o nectM msels M in the vicin!4 o exposed
one or more Quality Assursnce Criteria not detect the unauthorized rem,, oval of SNM,ofradiographic sources.without having
amountmg to Seurity LevelI. H. or El g, gg, ,

violations that have more than minor safety y,, gg[uu or Hony. performed an adequate survey, operation of a
endiation facuaty wah a nonfuncuoningauthedre '

or environmental significance. 2. Fauure to implement 10 CHt parte 25 and intulock sydem)
E. Severity V-Violations that have minor 95 and information addressed under Section 5. Release of radioactive material to ansafety or environmental significance. 142 of the Act, and the NRC approved ernstricted area in excess of the limits of to

Supplement DI-Sesedty Categodse security plan ref es ant to thoss parts: or CFR 20.10e; -
3. Other violations, such as fauure to fo!!ow 6. Improper disposal of licensed material

D8## an approved security plan, that have more not covered in Severity levela I or H:
A. Severity I-Very significant violations than minor safeguards signiflcance. 7. Exposure of a worker in restricted areas

invoNing- E Severity V-Violations that have minor In excess of the limits of to Cnt 20.103;
1. An act of radiological sabotage or actual safeguards swhee.~ s. Release for unrestricted use of

theft. loss, or disersion of a formula quantity SupplementIV-Sevedty Categodes contaminated or redioactive materialor
.

of strategic special nudear material " equipment which poses a realistic potential
( (SSNMh Health Physics 10 CER Pbd Jo as for significant exposure to members of the i

L Actual entry of an unauthorized A S**""Y -Y"y significant violanona public, or which reflects a programmaticI
j individualinto a vital area or material acuse invojving- -

i

(rather than isolated) weaknese in thearea from outside the protected area (LA 1. Single exposure of a worker in excese of radiatn"on contm! pmgram:| penetration of both barriers) that was not 25 rems of radiation to the whole body.150 e. Cumulative worker exposure abovei

detected at the time of entry; or rems to the skin of the whole body,or 375 regulatory limits when auch cumulative
'

>

3. Failure to promptly report knowledge of rems to the feet, ankles. hands, or forearms; exposun reflects a programmatic, rather than,

en actual or attempted then or diversion of L Annual whole body exposun of a an isolated weakness in radiation protection
I i.

SSNM or an act of radiological sabotage. member of the public in excess of 2.5 rema of 10. Conduct oflicensee activities by a
'

IL Severity H-Very sigraficant violatione radiation: technically unqualified person:or!j involving. 3. Release of radioactive material to an 11. Significant failure to control bcensed
[j

1. Actual' theft. loss or diversionof special
unrestricted area in excess of ten times thenucleat material (SNM) of moderate strategic material
limits of to CFR 2a10et D. Severity IV-Violations invoMag-I sign!ficanos.88 ( Disposal oflicensed materialin 1. Exposures in excess of the lim!ts of10L Failure to use established securtty

| systems (including compensatory measures) quantities or concentratione in excess of ten Cnt 20.101 not constituting Severity Isvol L
| times the limits of to CFR 20.3Gl;ors

I U or HI violations;

C [ 'T.ompleted" roeaos completion of conse 2 A radiation levelin an unrestricted area
y4; indudmg review and acceptana hy she "See to Cnt nJ(yl. - . such that anindividual could receive greater

constmcte @ organimauen. up,,,oon,),,,,,,poeures and assameted than 2 milhrem in a one hour period or 100
"See to CML P1Jfbb) , tot,i,ons. incurred donna a tJe savkg effort win millirem in any seven consecutive days:
"See to CMt MJLx) . be treated on a case-bycee besta.

1

i '

ij
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3. Failure to make a 30-day notincation Supplement VI-Severity Categodes 3. Deliberate action by management to
tred by to CHL 20.405 discriminate (in violation of Section 210 of
Failure to make a followup written . heMycle mMedals Opemdone

the ERA) against an employee for attempting
report ae required by 10 CFR 20.402(b). 20.40s, A. Severity I-Very significant violations to communicate or actually communicating
and 20.400; or involving: with NRC

5. Any other matter that has more than 1. Radia tion levels, contamination levels, or R Severity D-Very algnificant violations
minor safety or environmental significance. releases that exceed ten times the limita involving

E. Severity V-Violations that have minor specified in the license: 1. A MFS or a re
safety or environmental significance. 2. A system designed to prevent or mitigate information which, porting failure, involving'

had it been available to
a serious safety event not being operable the PGtC and accurate at the time theSupplement V--Severity Categorise when actually required to perform its design information should have been submitted,

p,"8P*d#gf,, u function: or would have resulted in regulatory action or
3. A nuclear criticality accident. would likely have resulted in NRC seekingA. Severity I-Very significant violations B. Severity B-Very significant violations further information:of NRC transportation requirements involving- 2. A Mf3 In which the false statement wasinvolving *
1. Radia tion levels, contamination levels, or made with careless disregard:1. Annual whole body radiation exposure releases that exceed five times the limite 3. Discrimination (in violation of Sectionof a member of the publicin excess of 0.5 specified in the license; or 210 of the ERA) by management at any levelrems of radiation; or
2. A system designed to prevent or mitigate above first-line supervision, against an2. Breach of package integrity resulting in a serious safety event being inoperable. employee for attempting to communicate orsurface contamination or external radiation C. Severity til-Significant violations

levels in excess of ten times the NRClimits. involving- ' actually communicating with NRC: or
4. A failure to provide the notice requiredB. Severity II-Very significant violations 1. Failure to control access to licensed by Part 21.of NRC transportation requirements materials for radiation purposes as specifled C. Severity m-Significant vlotationsinvolving- by NRC requirements: Involving- *

1. Breach of package integrity resulting in 2. Possession or use of unauthorized 1. A MFS not amounting to a severity levelsurface contamination or external radiation equipment or materials in the conduct of
I or II violation:lesels in excess of NRC requirernenta; licensee activities:

2. Discrimination (in violation of Section2. Surface contamination or external 3. Use of radioactive material on humans .

radiation levels in excess of three times NRC where such use is not authorized; 210 of the ERA) against an employee for
limits that did not result from a breach of 4 Conduct oflicensed activities by a attempting to communicate or actually

communicating with the NRC: orpackage integrity; or technically unqualified person: 3. Inadequate review or failure to review3. Failure to make required initial 8. Radiation levels, contamination levels, or
such that.if an anotifications associated with Severity LevelI releases that exceed the limits specified in made as requirefpropriate redew had beenor 11 violadone. the license; or a Part 21 report would
have been made.C. Severity III-Significant violations of 6. Medical therapeutic misadministrations. D. Severity IV-ViolaUons involving-NRC transportation requirements involving- D. Severity IV-Violations involving- 1. Inadequate review or failure to review1. Dreach of package integrity: 1. Fallure to maintain patiente hospitalized under Part 21 or other procedural violations2. Surface contamination or external who have cobalt 40, cesium-tm or tridium-
associated with Part 21 with more than minorradiation levels in excess of, but less than a 192 Implants or to conduct required leakage safety significance; orfactor of three above NRC requirements, that or contamination tests. or to use properly 2. A false statement caused by andid not result from a breach of package calibrated equipment: Inadvertent clerical or s!rnflar error involvingintegrity: 2. Other violations that have more than information which, had it been available to3. Any noncompliance with labelling. minor safety or environmental significance; h*RC and accurate at the time the informationplacarding, shipping paper, packaging. or

. should have been submitted, would probablyloading. or other requirements that could 3. Medical diagnostic misadministrations. not have resulted in regulatory action or NRCreasonably result in the fo!!owing- E. Severity V-Violations that have minor seekins additionalinformation,s. Improper identification of the type, safety or environmental significance. F Severity V-Violations of minot
. ai of ec or recipient to Supplement VII-Severity Categories procedural requirements of Part 21.
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A. Severity 1-Very signi! cant violations For the Nuclear Regulatory Cornmission.eu o u r ntamina o or mp pe

I"'f[transfer of r:iaterish or
3 terial False Statement (MFS)'*in 8'*"'U-4. Failurt to make required initial

notification associated with Severity IsvelIII which the statement made was deliberately Secretaryof the Commission. #

g

verity IV-Violations of NRC 2. A failure to provide the notice required erwmo coot neocas
transportation requirements involving: by Part 21 under circumstances for which a'

1. Package selection or preparation civil Penalty rnay be imposed under section
requirements which do not result in a breach 2 of the Enugy Repganizauon Act

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGYof package integrity or surface contamination
.

or extema d stion levels in excess of NRC
N " s noted in Secuan m. In determining ee 10 CFR Part 1004
2. Other violations that have more than specific severtty level of a violation. consideration

i

| rninor safety or environmental significance, will be si.en to such factors as the position of the Freedom of Information; Schedule of
E. Severity V-Violations that have mmor person involved in the violation tea, first line Feeg

supersisor or senior manager). the orgnificance of
safety or environmental significance. any undertying violation, the intent of the violator AGENCP. Department of Energy.

(i e, neg!igenca not amounting to carefesa disregard.
"Some transportation requirements are applied carefess disregard, or dehberatecess), and the ACTION: Final rule,

to more than one ticensee involved in the same economic advantage. If any. gained by the violation.
activity such as a shipper (10 Cnt 732o) and a %e relative weight given to each of these factors in SUMMAmr.*Ite Department of Energy
carrier (10 CHL 70 2oa). When a violation of such a arrising at the appropriate severity level wi!! b* (DOE)is adopting final regulations torequirement occurs, enforcement action will be dependent on the circumstances of the violation.

FeV!Se the schedule of feet ford.rected against the responsible licensee which "In essence. a Materiall alee Statement le a
under the circumstances of the case may be one or statement that is false by omission or commission Processing requests subrnitted under the
more of the licensees involved. and is relevant to the regulatory proce a. Freedom ofInformation Act (FOIA)(5

.
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